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Since the advent of educational television in this 
country, i:p.terest has increased greatly in its effects on 
· attitudes and learning in children. In t\lrn, this i.nte;r;i-
e$t has ·influenced the deveJ.opment of educational programs 
on regular television and i.ncreased effort.s. to determine 
. . ·. . . . . . . 
how much influence such fare has over chil~ren. 
. .. . . ..·· . . ,• . . . . : . . 
Oklahoma children were expose:a, to a· series of 4-lI TV 
Action Club programs via regula:r teJevision in the spring 
of 1968. The.purpose of' the series was its use B..S:i a means 
to introduce urban children to 4;,..H .ciub activities and . 
. . .' . . . . ' ' 
increase their knowledge.of andab;Llity.to cope with 
disasters. 
. .. 
This thesis proposes to e:x:plore.the effects of 
. . . . . . . 
exposure to the. series on the attitudes and learning of. 
grade school children •. The study will attempt.to show 
factors related to the series in influencing the attitude 
of the youngster~ toward 4..-H clubs and. the childrens' ·. 
. ! • • 
],earning about the speqific content of; the programs. 
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The purpose of· the L+ ... H TV Action Club Series, -11- aired 
in the spring of 1968 in Oklahoma, primarily was to intro ... 
· duce urban children to 4.,..H club activities. The problem 
of this exploratory study was to try and measure the 
retrieval of facts and attitude change of selected boys 
and girls exposed to the s.eries. 
The series attempted to facilit,jte increased interest 
and membership in 4-H. c lub:c.o: 11\fithout the usual individual 
meetings under a local adult· leader's guidance. Part of 
this goal was to involve l'j ,000 to 55 ,000 grade school and 
' ' ' . . . . . . 
older youngsters iri the L{.:..H 1rv, Action Club program by pro-
viding easy access.to membership in·local 4-H clubs and 
the·opportunity to form local clubs· where none exist~ The 
series u:tilized a theme of 11 Emergency Preparedness" to 
promote 4;...H TV Action Club membership. 
-11-The 4-H TV Action Club series is a series of ten 
educati.onal films preJ)ared for 4-H youth by a program de-
velopment. committee composed of State·and·Federal Exten-
sion s.ervice representatives and prod.uced by the Cooperative 
Extension Service of Michigan State University, The Federal 
Extension Service, The Of"fice of Civil Defense and WMSB-TV 
of East Lansing, Michigan. The LJ--H TV Action Club is con-
ducted by tne Cooperative Extension Service of the State 
and Land-Grant Colleges and Universities with the United 
. States Department of Agr:i.cul ture cooperating. 
1 
2 
At least four major questi9ns were involved _i:n meas-
. . 
·. uring th~ learning. and attitude change.·· after exposure to 
. . . 
the Action Club· Series .. 'l'hese questions were:. 
. . 
1 •. Did the boys and girls learri about the spe-
cific message -- emergencypreparedness --
. from the program? 
2 ." · Did t.he boys and girls learn about 4-H from 
·.the· teievision program?:.·· 
. _3_. · Did -the tele.visio:ri program change their 
attitude about 4-H? 
. 4. Was the te.levision show, alone, enough to 
.. encourage learning and"attitude change in 
the boys and girls?_ 
.. 
·. The_ singular pnrpose of this paper, then, is to· 
, i1:1:urrii:riate on th~ -p~rforman6e bf the 4~H ~rograms 
(independ.erit variables) in·answering the aforementioned 
questions~ 
The overriding concern was the effectiveness of tele-
. . . . 
v;ision in communicating to children certai-n messages of an 
... inf ormationaJ. and E3ducational nature. Degree of voluntary. 
exposure, coupled with the data gathered from before and 
' ' .· .. . . 
· after dependent measures via questionnaires, provided some 
useful i·nsights on the feasibility of. using a public edu""'. 
··. cational television stat~ori f'o~ relaying :Lnf ormational 
~aterials ~esigned to,increase learning and to 9reate 
i . • • • • • • • 
favorable .'attitudes abou_t 4...;n among· grade• school children 
in the 10-_to 12-:-year~oid age group. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW o:F LITERATURE 
Previous studies relating to measurement of the ef-
fects of mass communication on learning and attitude 
change have been conducted by Klapper, Schramm, Lyle, 
Parker, Deutschmann, :McNelly, and HimmelwE;)it, Oppenheim 
and Vince. Others include l,Jright 9 Berelson, Gaudet, 
Lazarsfeld and Zajonc . 
. Schr.amm, Lyle, and Parker, for example, have con-
ducted extensive studies of the effects of television 
specifically upon children. They feel that television is 
probably more effective in stj_mulating interest and con-
tributing to already existing interests than in stimu-
lating activity or. creation~ They state: 
Ou~ opinion is that~~ for television to 
be really effective in stimulating continuing 
intellectual or creative activity, or evE;)n con~ 
tinuirig systematic learning, it must be.geared 
into one or more of the organizations which are 
concerned with such activity in our society.l 
II). other words, edti:cational systems from the secondary 
level on up to colleges and universities must phase tele-
vision in as a controlled part of the educational process. 
1wilbur Sc:hramm, Jack Lyle, and Edwin B. Parker, 
Television in the Lives of Our Children (Stanford') 1961)') 
p. 153. - -
3 
4 
Educators or supervisors must·be .present to reinforce and 
stimulate interest and acti.vity in the desired direction. . . . . . . . . 
Teachers must utiltze television as a tool to promote 
intellectual activity. Children must be guided in the 
learning situation invobrfng television in order to bene .... 
fit signifi~aritly from i"t ~ 
Lazarsfeld also is of thi$ general.opinion. He says: 
"Print did not· raise the intellectual stand--
ard of living just because it ·was ·invented,· but· 
because i.t was used by educational institutions 
· .. ·such as libra;r-ies and puolishers.. Tri the same. · 
_way, serious.broadcasting will have to become 
Jinked ,with. the whole plexus .of educational and 
cultural ins ti tut ions before it can c.ontribute 
sµbstintially to ·the, enlightenment of the. 
American community. 112 . · . ·· . . 
Child psychologists tell us that during the first few 
yea,.rs of a child's life, the fcl.ID.ily is the chief influence 
on.his tS.stes. :.The f'~i1Y Chobses·"·what he reads, sees 
anq. he.a:r-$ for the most part. He quickly internalizes the 
social norms of his family.· .. · A family that reads usually 
has a ·Child who does a lot of reading. · A family. that 
watches television a great deal. and.reads little is :Likely 
to have. a chtld that has _the same tastes. ·. This is usually 
the pa,ttern until the child enters adolescence and comes 
··under great el;' ·influence from his peer groµp, developing 
habi t.s resembling· other teenagers. 
. . 
.· 2Paul. F •· Lazarsfeld?. ~~io . .§:.mi th~ Printed Page 
(New York, 1948), p. 46 in Wilbur Schramm, Jack Lyle, and 
Edwin B. Parker, Television in the Lives of 01;1r.Children 
($tanford; 1961). -, •,.......,.... ...,._ -
5 
Many studies indicate that persuasive mass communica-
tion functions more frequently as an agent of reinforcement 
than as an agent of change. · Wnen an audience is exposed 
to a communicatio11, reinforcement has been found to be the 
dominant eff.ect. Minor change is found· to be the next 
most common (such as in the intensity of opinion) 9 and the 
effect of conversion of opinion is found typically to be 
in least occurrencec Various studies have established 
this idea, although there have been instances in which 
oonversion of opinion was greater in proportion to rein-
forcement .. Such instances have been rather rare, compared 
to instances of reinforcement and minor change. The now 
cla$sic · study by La.za:rsfeld, Berelson and Gaudet on the 
effects of the presidential c~paign of 1940 upon resi-
. . . 
. dents of Erie County, Ohio, a,nd other studies, including 
that of the·decision making processes of voters in Elmira, 
New York, during the 191+8 presidential campaign, lend· 
strong support to these d.eductions.3, 4 
.As Klapper has said~ 
Mass.communication ordinarily does not serve as 
a necessary and sufficient cause of audience 
effects, but rather functions ai'Tl.ong and through 
a nexus of mediating factors and influences.5 
3Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Bernard.Berelson, and Hazel 
Gaudet, The People's Choice (New York, 1948). 
4Bernard Berelson, Pau.l F" Lazarsfeld, and William N. 
McPhee, Voting: fl Stud;y Qf Q:Qinion :Formation ill .§: Pre-
~ntial Campaigg (Chicago~ 195L~). · 
5Joseph T. Klapper, The Effects of Mass Communica-
tions (Glencoe, New York~ 1960), p. 8 
These influences.typically render mass communication a 
qontributory.agent .in reinforcing existing conditions. 
The efficiency of mass communication, either as a con-
tributory agent, or as an agent of direct effect, is af-
fected by various aspects of the media and communications 
situation· (including, .for example, aspects of the textual 
organization, the nature of the source and medium., the 
existing climate of public opinion and the like). 6 
Zajonc, in his study of the exposure of children to 
6 
power orientations, found that mass communication can have 
an extensive immediate effect, although possibly short-
.lived. Significantly, however, Zajonc showed that cul-
tural values already strong in young people are rather 
resistant to attack, and may even .be reinforced through 
selective perception.? 
Michigan Study 
·. Deutschmann and J.VlcNelly ~ in a study of the first 4-H 
series for. television, the forerunner of the 4-·H TV Action 
series used in this exploratory effort, attempted to 
isolate the.effectiveness of the series in fulfilling its 
objectives. Their data can also tell us something about 
television's potential as a general teaching toolo Their 
study, helpful as a reference and guide to the author's 
6Ibid., p. 8. 
?Ibid., p. 2180 
own efforts, is the Michigan Study entitled "Impact of a 
4-H Television Series. " 8 
7 
The Cooperative Extension Service of Michigan State 
University produced the thirteen-program 4-H TV Electrical 
Club Se:;cies as a means of introducing urban children to 
4;.;..H club .activities. It was. envisioned as the prototype 
of similar 4-H programs to be used on television stations 
in Michigan and perhaps elsewhere (not to be confused with 
the 4-H 1;V Actio:n.Club Series). 
The primary and highly practical purpose of the 
Michigan study was to shed light on the effectiveness of 
the. series in fulfilling its objectives. The data also 
· . were pertinent to television's potential· as a general 
teaching tool. Also invoived, on a more theoretical level, 
were some basic problems in communication: for example,· 
the effects of repeated expo.sure, and of exposure under 
~iffering conditions. 
Phases 
This study c ornprised four phases: ( 1) a telephone 
coincidental survey of viewing; (2) a fi~ld survey of 
viewing face-to-face interviews of children and parents; 
8Paul J. Deutschmann and John T. McNelly, "Impact of 
· a 4-H Television Series, ii (unpublished study conducted by 
the Communications Research Center,· Michigan State Uni ver-
si ty, 1958). 
8 
( 3) an experimental test of children vi.ewing in the class-
room; and .(4) an analysis of write-in respondents to the 
program. 
Classroom Experiment 
In order to test the effects of the 4-H program under 
controlled conditions, a classroom experiment was set up 
at Jackson, Michigan. Sixth graders in the public schools 
were the subjects • 
. A pre-test was administered to.four sixth grade 
classes. Two of the groups .(experimental) were shown a 
kine scope .of the program and the other two groups (control) 
were not.. Later, all four groups w.ere given a lengthy 
attitude-learning test. The results were analyzed sta-
tistically and the test was.reduced to five attitude and 
. . . 
ten learning questions which were found to differentiate 
most clearly between the viewers and non-viewers. This 
test version (Appendix A) was used both in the field in-
terviews and in the classroom e)..rperiment • 
. Six different classes were used for the experiment. 
1!,our experimental classes saw the film and two control 
groups did not. All classes were given the same attitude-
learning test. After completing the test, the children 
filled out a brief guesti onnaire (Appendices B and C). 
In the experiment,two classes were used at each of 
the three Jackson city schools: Bennett, Bloomfield and 
McCulloch. Both. saw the film at Bennett School, a school 
9 
whose students were rated as members of the middle or 
average socio-economic.range.9 Bloomfield students were 
rated as higher than average socio-economic range and 
McC11lloch as lower tnan average on the socio-economic 
scale • .An experimental and control classroom were used at 
·each of these latter two schools, in order to balance out 
any differences wh:fch might have arisen from v£lried socio-
economic ranges. 
There were ·50 experimental students who saw the film 
. . 
· at Bennett Grade SChool. and no control group, 24 ex-_peri-
me.nta1 _ and 27 control students at Bloomfield Grade School, 
and 21 experimental and 23 control students at McCulloch 
Grade School. 
Scattered specific replies on what children in both 
. . , . 
. ·_ classroom and field situations disliked about the program 
did not lend themselves to quantification? but may have 
contained some. clues as to ways in which the program might 
have been improved. The field interviews were conducted 
face-to-face in East Lansing, Michigau,_homes· and used the 
same written· attitude an.d learning test used in the class-
room situation (.Appendix .A). 
Field Intervie~s. 
Specific answers on what they disliked were given by 
twelve of the f~eld interviewees in the Michigan Study. 
9Ibid., pp. 6-7° 
10 
Comments as recorded by the interviewers were: "Parts 
about steam. were hard to understand. " "First part wasn't 
interesting. 11 "Children didn' .t know too much about it. 11 
ilNot so much roundtable talk -- more science and questions." 
"Too many boys. " "Talked too much. 11 "Not enough girls 
in it. " "I th~rnght they dragged it out. " "Too much con-
versation. " 11 Previous training. " "Nothing -- except it 
was a bit too simple. 11 18 First part of program wa.s intro-
duction of people not very.interesting. 1110 
It should be kept in mind that the field interviews 
were conducted two weeks after the second program had ap-
peared on television and this probably affected the reten-
tion of informati.on adversely. It was not difficult for 
children to choos& froi four alternatives for their favor-
ite part·of the program, but unaided recall of features 
they may have disliked was not easy after a two-week time 
gap. In the classroom situation, on the other hand, the 
filmed program was still fresh in the respondents' minds. 11 
Nineteen of the classroom viewers made specific crit-
icisms of the film they .had. seen minutes before filling 
out their questionnaires. Of these, six complained of 
difficulty in hearing parts of the program. J?or example: 
III cannot understand when they are talking." "The boys 
and girls didn't talk loud enough. 11 · "I couldh' t hear it 
lOibid., p. 23. 
11Ibid., p. 23~ 
11 
very good. " 12 
Most .of. the childr(:lh exp_osed. to the 4:-H program made 
a receptive audience. .Three-fourths of the target-age 
viewers_ c_alled the progl:'am interesting. :Only one-eighth 
. '. . . . . . . . 
of tlle home.viewers and one-fiftli of .the classroom viewers 
:had· negative- comments~ even whe~ :·prompted by _'a· question 
designed.to draw them out. 
Learning 
·.In order to :test learning, ten questions were asked 
of - all 'children in· the field and. classroom situations. 
The questions were q.rawn.from the same program shown on 
. . : . . . .- . . 
' ' ' 
film in the_- classroo_rns. -_However, most of the questions 
had_ to.d,o with general info;t>mation about4-H. Classroom 
· .. vj;ewer~·:·of the film, '>then,' were :expecte:d to score at least 
· somew)J.at _ higher' on the -learning test th_an television 
. v~ewers ir1 the fleld situ~tion. The classroom viewers had 
the advantage of.taking the.test.immediately after expo-
sure and all had seen the specific progr~ from which the 
- __ •_ questi~:ris -were a:awn. But within the classroom group and 
' ' 
within the field gr-oup tp.e- investig~tors sought to bring 
. \ . . . . ' ' ... . . 
out diff ere nee~· between-_ exposed and unexposed children • 
. Results of, the learning test for chil_dren in the 
' ' . ·. ·.. ' , . 
field' intei-views showed .that boys and girl.$ who saw one or 
more of tlie 4-H programs on television and wrote in to 
-- 12I_b __ "d 
J,.' ·- , p~ 24. 
12 
· j oi:n the c-lti.b (responding viewers) scored l1igher than did 
·,' boys and girls who satv the_ progra.t)l but did not wr.1,te in. 
. . . . . . . . 
It also shows. that . those Who. d:i,.d not write· i; (non..-
respo:ttderi:,}; but' who viewed the program' 'scored higher 
than those who a.id not see· it.13 
_ Analysis showed th~t the differences between the 
' ' ' 
groups were-- significant. Tests showed no·s;ignificant_dif-
,' ferenc_es' 1;>etween boys and girls within any of the three 
.. · . . . . . . . . .. 
categories. -· Respondin~ viewers av.eraged seven out of ten 
. q~estto.ns> answered correctly.. The non-.responding non-
.·-· • viewers· got. over . two .. correct out·. of ten --,. • ba:t'e ly above a 
Cht;l.il.Ce SCOI'9o Those who had not written in, but l+a,d_ seen 
one or_'more prog:t'ams '' answered l~ss than one-half of the 
qu~.stio,ri.s: correctly bi.rt vvere wel.l above the chance level. 
:_._._ 1 Th.e table ~eiow.:·:ia1usttates.- the• •g_enera1 trends· or learning 
'betwe.en the_·. various combination of. viewing-response 
behavior.· 
• TABLE I· 
AVERAGE SCORES ON LE.ARNING TESTS IN FIELD 
Responding viewers 
N bn~re·isponding · viewers 
·· Non-:-responding non'.'.':viewers 




· 2. 3 






The higher scores ·of the responding viewers would 
seem to be due to stronger motivation. It is probable 
that they not only saw more of the first four programs 
than did the non-responding viewer group~ but also paid 
. . 14 
Closer attention. 
13 
Jackson city children can be divided into four groups: 
(l) those who were shown the film and who also saw one of 
. the prog:rams on telE;vision; (2) those who saw the film 
without previous television exposure; (3) those who did 
not seethe film but were exposed via television; and (4) 
those exposed neither by f1lm nor television. 
Results of the learning test in the classrooms show 
average scores ran in ord.er of· intensity of exposure, with 
the ." film plus TV" group at the to}? and the 11no film or 
TV 1• <group at the <bottom~ . as showr{ in the following table •15 
TABLE II 
AVERAGE SCORES ON LEARNING TESl'S IN CLASSROOMS 
· Film plus TV 
Film without TV 
TV without film · 
!:Io film or .... T, ...V __ 















Clearly, in the Michigan study~ the decisive factor 
in the classroom learning test was the film. Children 
exposed to the film did far better than those who were not, 
whether or not they had seen the program previously via 
television. The group which saw the film without previous 
television exposure did significantly better than.the 
group which had seen one or more of the films on televison 
but did not see the classroom film. The no-film group did 
not score much above the chance or guessing level while 
those who saw the film averaged between eight and nine 
right answers.out of ten questions~ 
The "film plus TV II group held a slight scoring edge 
over. the "film-w:i.thout-TV01 group but this was not signifi-
' ' 
cant. The 11 TV without · fi1I!).li group did. score significantly 
higher than the i!DO film Or :rv Ii group With the .girls I 
scores making most of the difference. There were .no sig-
nificant differences between the scores of boys and girls 
within each.group. 16 
Attitude Toward 4.,.H .~~·~· -.. -.-.~~~-~·~ 
The 4--H.series attempted to produce in children an 
interest. in.· and favorable. attitude toward 4-H. A five-
question test was used to determine its success. The 
results·showed a generally favorable attitude toward 4-H 
among the great majortty of the children both in the field 
16Deutscbmann, pp. 28-290 
15 
and in the classroom. However, there were differences in 
the degree of favorability among the various groups. 
Children who viewed the program on television and 
wrote in to join the.club tended to choose the most favor-
able alternative on the.test on each .question, as shown in 
. . . . . 
the following table. 
.TABLE. II! 
··. . 
AVERAGE SCOREB ON .ATTITU.DE TESTS IN FIELD INTERVIEWS* 
.Responding viewers 
Npn..:.r~~po·nding. viewer$ . 
. · . ri~n.:.i~'sf 6~a.in.g non-;i ew~r s 
Boys 
. r.: 4 7 • . 






8'. 3 7.9 
.*The lower.the score on this test the more favorable 
the atti tu.de. 
The attitude scores of the responding viewers were 
sigp,ificantly .m9re favorable·. than the sc.ores of the non-
. ,. ·, . 
responding non-v:iewers. Again, as in the learning test, 
• . I·,· • 
scores for.the children in·the.cla:s~room indicate film ... ·. . .. 




AVERAGE SCORES ON AT'l'ITuDE TEST IN CLASSROOM* 
Boys Girls Combined 
Film plus TV . 6.3 6.6 6.5 
Film without TV 5.6 5.s 5.7 
TV without film 7.0 6.8 6.9 
No film or TV 8.2· 7.5 7.6 
*The lower the score on this test the.more favorable 
the attitude! 
D:i,.sregarding television exposure, the children who 
were shown the film had significantly more favorable atti-
' ' 
·tude sco:r."es tha!l those who did not see the film. The 
II film plus TVV' group had a slightly 1ess favorable atti-
tude score than the H fi1m without TV II group. However, the 
difference was not stat:i.sth:a1ly signifi.cant. The n film 
without TV 11 group was sign::Lficantly more favorable than 
the "TV without film 10 group. The average score of the n TV 
'' ' 
without .film!@ group was not s:ignificantly more favorable 
in direction than that oft the "no film or TV" group. 17 
Previous te1ev:tsion e:iq;iosure ~ then~ did not emerge as 
a decisive factor in determining the attitud~s of the 
Jackson sixth graders toward 4.-H. Exposure to the film 
did influence their rittitudes in a favorable direction. 
17D . hm . 7:J' . euts,c ann~ p. _).o 
17 
The overwhelming.majority of children who saw the 4-H 
program (shown on Saturday mornings at 9: 30) .in the 
Michigan study said they usually watch television on 
Saturday mornings. The percentage was slightly higher for 
responding viewers than for the non-responding viewers 
(92.5 per cent as compared with 91.5 per cent), but the 
difference was not significLcmt. Among the non-responders, 
far more viewers .than non-viewers were regular Saturday 
morning· television fans. 18 
Interest in electr.ici ty or science was the biggest 
single categor;y. Typical replies in this group, as 
recorded by interviewers, were~ 11 Wanted to learn about 
electricity. n ll I like electricity. 01 "Interest in repair-
ing :radios. n Q' Because I like science. n About one-four th 
of the answers fell ur+der the more. general interest cate-
gory: "Interested. 10 nwould l.ike to learn more about it. 00 
"Wanted to see what it was like , __ expected it to be fun. n 
II Seemed interesting. u In st in L~-H was specified by 
three responders~ 11 Interested L~-H. 11 nwanted to learn 
about 4...:.H. 11 11 Good club. 
Other Influence 
19 Member before in 4-H. 11 · 
Outside influence was listed by almost 20 per cent of 
the children who joined. as the cause of their response, 
18Ibido , p. 37. 
l9Ibido, P• LJ.Oo 
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aside frqm the television show itself. For example~ 
"Teacher r~commended it. 11 "A boy came in to his room in 
school and asked for members. 11 "rreacher made class sign 
names.'' "To organize club here at Bailey school." "Just 
did because mother suggested it. n II Everbody was talking 
about .it. " "Sister recommended it. 11 Of the twenty answers 
in the outside influence category, fifteen mentioned school, 
one mentioned a parent~· and four .mentioned friends or a 
.. bl. 20 Sl · 1ng. 
In view of the substantial proportion of children who 
specifically mentioned some outside influence as the cause 
of their joining the club, it seems probable that others 
were similarly influenced, even though they did not men-
tion it. B'or example~ a child whose teacher encouraged 
him to join might have mentioned to the interviewer only a 
general interest in. the club or an interest ir1 electricity. 
General lack of interest in or lack of knowledge 
abou.t. the 4:...H TV Electrical Club aecounted for almost one-
half of the non-responders. Typical replies where~ HNot 
interested. 11 "Didn I t see enough of the program to become 
interested • ." 0 Not interested in joining a club. 10 H]idn't 
know about it.'' "'l "Didn 9 t kno1d yQu coulcL 11 c:. 
This points out the importance of predisposition as 
mentioned earlier in this chapter. Viewing educational 
20 · · 
Deutschmann~ p. 400 
21 · · . . 
Ibid., pp. 41-42. 
19 
. . . 
. . . 
television fare is rather . exceptional and has little peer 
.. grcmp recommendation.. Thus, youngsters who do watch edu-
cation.al programs usually have. parental influence and 
encour9-gement. ·. Mass communication is not normally the 
cause of .audience effects, but is·only one of several 
influe:n.ces·. These inf1uences tend most usually to rein,... 
force existing conditions . 
. Others mentioned·not· having.seen-the· program, lack of 
time, or a dislike or disinterest; in electricity. One ... 
fifth of the replies fell into a miscellaneous category. 
'· Some of them. were: IIAlreaa.y a member of 4-H. ii ,., Gan' t 
.· · · write doi1n address fast enough· tq keep up with the 
. . . : . . .·.· .. ·. . 
sp_eake;. '' · ''Kind oi too hard. ,.i !!Mom and dad didn't decide 
yet. fl Several ohi;ldren se..i.d they thought they would write 
· .. ·. · .. · .. ·· - · -22•··., 
in· later.. · 
Many of the replies by non--responders (or non-jo.iners) 
.left the door open. to persuasion •. -. Appare~tly in these . 
cases there had be:en. no decj_si ve iclluence ·. from teachers., 
parents; or friends to motivate the children to send in 
their Ilaine and address and join. For many of these 
. children, · the show alone was not enougho 
The great majority of children. enrolled in the 4-H 
-·TV.Electrical Club were reported by the county agents as 
new to the• 4-H organizationo T_he. television program was 
22D . . 42 eutschm.ann; p. . • 
tapping urban populations which had little previous 
acquaintance v.rith L!--H. 
Summary 
To $Ummarize the Michigan study this author finds 
many facets whi support his position in the present 
study as to the ef£ectiveness of the television medium 
under conditions of· voluntary ex~oosure. 
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A selected program .in the· series was rated as 
"interesting II by a threr:::: to one margin both by target...:age 
(10-14) viewers in the field and by sixth grade viewers 
(10...,12) in the classroom. The field' group saw the program 
at ho.me on. televis1on; classroom group saw it on film, 
although some also had seen it :previously on television. 
There was no· sirgnificant dif:f erence between boys and 
girls within the field an.d classroom groups in their 
ratings of the program. 
In the·fie1d, boys and girls who saw one or more of 
the 4-H programs on telev:Lr3ion and wrote in to· join it 
(responding viewers) scored significantly higher on a 
learning test than.dld viewing children who did not write 
in (non-responding vie'Jve:rE,). And the non-responding 
viewers scored significantly higher than non-responding 
non-viewers. 1I'here were no significant differences be-
tween boys and girls with~n groups on the learning test. 
In the classroom, film viewers scored far higher on 
the lea::ening test than non-viewers of the film. Previous 
21 
television exposure appeared to be a minor factor as com-
pared with film exposure in the.classroom. There were no 
significant differences between boys and girls within 
groups on the learning test. An attitude test showed a 
generally.favorable attitude toward 4-H and electricity 
among the great majority of children both in the ;field and 
in the classroom. 
In the field,·viewers who wrote in to join were sig-
nificantly more favorable toward 4 .... H and electricity, as 
indicated by the attitude test, than were viewers who. did 
not write in. But the latter (non-responding viewers) 
were not significantly more favorable than the children 
who neither viewed nor wrote i.n. Among non-res.ponding 
viewers, bo;ys had significantly more favorable attitude 
scores than gii-•ls. 
In the classroom., the childrer.i. who saw the film had 
eigni.ficEl.ntly more favorable _a.tti tude scores than the 
no-film group. Previous tfllevision· exposure did not 
reijult in aignificantly different attitude scores. 
· The overwhelminf; majority of children who saw the 4-H 
~how ware re.gul.s-1.r Saturday morning TV fans. Responding 
viewerij did not differ significantly from non-responding 
vi~w®rs in this respect. 
J\ijk~d wh,y they had wri tterJ in to join the 4-H TV 
Electrical Club, more than one-half o! the responders 
aited interest in electricity or science, or just general 
interest. Nearly one-half the rem!3.inder mentioned outside 
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influence -- schools,· parents, or friends. 
Among children who. did not j.oiri the club, lack of 
interest or knowledge about· .it made up about· one-half of 
the reasons·. given. . Others mentioned riot having seen the. 
program, lack of'. tiine, dislike of electricity, and various 
other reasons. 
County 4-H agents, ur1d.er. the direction of state head-
quarters, exerted several kinds· of direct and indirect in-. . ' . ' . . . 
. . 
fluence to.build up.and.reinforce the effect 9f the 
television show itself. .They. ga;e the series advance 
promotion·on their own radio.programs; .they sent out news-
. paper publicity; t.h,ey 1:1ent. letters. to local 4-H leaders; 
they c~ntacted. school·· administrators and teachers urging 
cooperation in recruiting members for the 4-H TV Electri-
cal Club. After the series Was· und.er way, efforts were 
. . .. . . 
made to give cllildreT1 wh,o enro1led pe.rsonal encouragement 
. . . ,_: . 
. . 
and notif'icatiori of an achievement day in their. area at 
which they could sho\v their completed electrical projects. 
On the· whole, these efforts appear to have b.een responsi-
ble for a good share of the active participation.by 
children in the club. Adult encouragement had a strong 
effect on project· c'ompl·~tions . ~.s i\7~11 as e:p_rollments. 23 
. . . . 
The personal influence factor was reflected in rela ... 
tive volume of responses to t.he 4 . .:H. series :Lr;i. various 
Michigan .counties •. The response .in some counties was far 
23neutschmann,. p. 43 •.. 
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out of proportion to. population and t.elevision coverage. 
Differences between .·counties · can be· explained on the basis 
of different kirids of direct and indirect influences ex-
erted by4-H agents throu~h publicity, school administra-
. . . ' . . . . . . ·. ,, . . . . •, 24-
tors arid teacher.a, and local leaders~ · 
. . ' .' . 
Nearly one.,;hal:f of all p$rents. inte:r-viewed had been 
exposed to the 4;.,.n p·rogrEim.· -· .A s.ignificantly larger pro-
portion of. thOse·wi't~ responding children saw it than 
those with non-:-re~ponding children. · .. Fo1,1r out of five 
parents with children .who wrote: in to j.oin the club had 
' . . . 
heard about the program from someo·ne. 9n1y one out of 
.five pare?ltS of r.i.Oil".'"responding, phildiJen had heard about it 
from someone •.. There. aiso w~s a suggestion·. that parents of 
responders. also. tended •. t:O: 'talk mor'e a.bqut ~he program. 
Fa.rents·. were ·OVer~heJ.inirtgiy fa;orabie to. the 4-ij· type 
of televis_:ton prog~am., :whe~her their ehildren joined the 
club or not. P~r-ents of resp6nders tended to rank the 
program higher in• relation t,o other children's television 
. . . 
programs th.an. did parents· .. o:f non-responders.. Mothers and 
fathers ranked· the program similarly/. ?5 
The· reeuits ot the ·1'1ic.higan study indicate· th.at tl::i.e 
,. : . . . . . .. 
. . ., . . ·, 
0£ it~ tl!l.Pg~t audieno~in the area surveyed,won favorable 
r@aotion$ .fro:mchi1dren and adults, and produced learning 
24Deut'sehm~nn,. p. ··56. 
25Ibid., p~ 57~ ~. 
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and influenced attitudes favorably toward 4-H and elec-
tricity.· A sample program showed.similar effectiveness in 
the classroom. . . . ' 
ln combination with personal·influences exerted 
. . . 
through schools and oth~r charine1s, the.series was sue .... . . . 
cessful in generating substantial-numbers ·of c~ub enroll-




Accidental non-probability sampling.was used to 
select.the three groups of fifth·and sixth grade classes 
as participants in this study. In the accidental method, 
as in other methods of non-probability sampling, the re ... 
searcher can gain useful information for the formulation 
o:f hypotheses . and construction .of questionnaires for fu-
ture, better controlled studies. Control was provided by 
random assignation of a program to each group, and by pre-
testing the groups. 
There were three groups of approximately 50 students 
each, totaling 162 students in all.~· consisting of one 
gJixth and one fifth grade class per each gro'llp. The six 
~lf;llm~Httary school classes came from two grad~ schools in 
the Blackwell, Oklahoma, Public School System. Two fifth 
g,fid. two ~ixth grade clafc.:;ses, designated Group I and Group 
II Qalr!Hi' from Washington . Grade Sehool, The third group, 
(troup III, was composed · of a fifth and a sixth grade class 
i'X'eim North§'lide Elementary Gr•ade School. Each group was 
X'andomly assigned one of 10 programs i.n the 4-H TV Action 
Club SeriE;is and date(; were set for pre-testing and post-
testing on the 'I'uesd,3S pri.or and the rruesday following the 
25 
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program assigned to. each group •. 
Group I at·Washington Grade School was assigned to 
watch the :program entitled "The Shaking Earth" on April 27, 
1968. Groups II and III were, respectively,.assigned to 
watch prpgr(3.ms entitled ''When Water Runs Wild II on May 11, 
1968 and "Living Wi t.h The A tom II on May 18, · 1968. 
Program Content 
The following pages are concerned primarily with a 
more specific explanation of just what the 4-H TV .Action 
Series is about a,nd the content of the three programs used 
· in testing the three groups of grade school children. 
The 4-H TV Action Club teries was written for youths 
in the 10 to 12 age gr.ou:p in September of 1965 by Bob 
Rowland and produced.and directed by Kay Ingram, both of 
WMSB-TV, Michigan State University Television. 
The 4-H TV Action Club Series~ broadcast overtele-
.. vision station KW1:CV ~ Ch<;1.nnel 9 ~ Oklahoma City~ Oklahoma, 
beginning April 6, · 1968 and continuing through June 15, 
1968, was prepared for 4.-H youth by a program development 
committee.composed of representatives of State and F'ederal 
Extension Service, and produced by the Cooperative Exten_; 
sion Service of Michigan State University,. the F'ederal 
Extension Service 1 the Office of Civil Defense, and Wl'1SB-TV 
of East Lansing~ Michigan. The ~--H '11V Action Club program 
in Oklahoma was conducted by t.he Cooperative Extension 
Service of the Oklahoma State University .with the 
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cooperation of the Unite·d States Department. of 
. . . 
Agriculture. · 
Each program in the .series began with a group of 4-H 
. . . 
Club members and tb,eir·adviser who.guided them on discus-
. sion of t.he topic .. for emergency :preparedness for the 
week. The club m(;lmbers followed informal parliamentary 
procedure for calling the meeting to order, reading the 
minutes of the last me.eting and beginning discussions ·on 
the current topic~· ·etc.. · The advi iser shared. his knowledge 
of the discussion to·pic with them in the · discussion and 
showed them·a film on the particular emergency situation 
and its effects. Sometimes the 4-Hmembers were shown 
ta.king a tour of scientif1c fa~tl~ties for measuring and 
' • ' ' I . 
investigating phenomena. such as earthquakes, .tornadoes, 
. . . . ' ·· .. 
floods, and atomic.explosions and fallout. Students in 
. ' . . . . 
the television audience were encou:t'aged.to participate in 
4-H TV Action C.lub programs iri their town or area and were 
provided information by the adviser foi .. becoming members 
0£ the Action Club. 
During t4e program, membe:rs·o:f·the.TV Action Club 
were shown actively participating in emergency prepa.red-
nfHHI projicts, The· club members told about projects they 
h~d worked on during the week such·a.s posters with emer-
@;ftncy informatioiJ: and pictures of emergency situations, 
tir®t aid kits, emergency foo~ supply kits and shelters. 
. . 
They expl<iinet?, what ther had learned about how to act in 
case of a:n emergency and what not to d.o.' They took part 
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in demonstratio.ns of how .to give medical aid to injured 
persons and how '.~O keep them comfortable under differing 
circumstances. The programs ended with an invitation for 
viewers to watch the next one in the series and to learn 
more about 4-H and being prepared for emergencies. 
Group I 
Washington Grade School students in Group I were 
assigned to the program in the series entitled "The 
Shaking Earth. 11 · This prograrrr dealt with earthquakes and 
their effects. Also, it told about the preventive meas-
ures that can be taken·· in cas(3 of the occurrence. of a 
IJ:he conter1ts of the program were, 
summarily, as follows: 
The earth is thought of as being firmo But 
the earth is consta.nt1y changing a;nd remaking 
itself. Mountains :cise through volcanj_c action 
or disappear, eroded · away b;7 water :1 islands ap-
pear and disappear ,and jungles beC.ome' deserts. 
The earth also. cha.nges through a force which 
sctentists call H the cru.f::;tal movements of the· 
earth. " 
These movements or earthquakes are felt as 
shaking of the · ground o . Earthquakes cannot be 
predicte~ nor dd they warn one before they 
strike and one cannot run away· from themo The 
only warning may be a low rumbling noise which 
grows louder until sudden~y earth tremors rock 
the foundation of buildings and send them 
crashing dovm.. These · crust al movements may last 
only seconds or minut~s, 'but they are enough to 
destroy a city~ Tall buildings sway back and 
forth until they crash into rubble; buildings 
sink into the ecirth as the. g;ound opens up 
. . . . . 
under them; giant cracks open and close·in the 
earth. Bluffs, mountains, cliffs, and hills 
may slide· and fall, and the ground surface 
often rolls and heav.es like . waves on the. sea. 
The af.termath of earthquakes is also 
disastrous. P.ower usuall,y is cut off immedi-
ately. J:!'ires, caused by ruptured oil tanks · 
and gas pipes, are among the greate~t· dangers 
and they generally burn without being stopped. 
Fire tJ;'ucks.may be buried or.damaged or unable 
to get to. the fire because the streets . are 
blocked with the litter of wrecked buildings.· 
Very often water pipes are broken and there is 
no water to fight a·fire. As. tidal waves roll 
in off the sea they toss large sh:i.ps µp onto 
dry land and sweep away buildings.and people~ 
Communications.are broken off.because the tele-
.phones, radio and television.stations cannot 
function: • 
.. For centuries, man has been trying to 
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.•· . . 
~x:p;ain ," th:ts.;,fr!g.h_tening, 9-uaking;. of the . earth. 
The~e·· .ar·e manf .. th<>u.$artds ;:r. $rp.ali .. s~ocks· each . 
. . . ' 
yea:t. •.·· Mhst ··a;e treiD.QJ?S wlJ4ch,: c:a.tise little ,or 
no da.zq;age.·> .· But vv4t:in. an ea±t:hquake· fs.violent ,. 
:L ts. i:niti.al .shoclt: and t~he · a'.fte.r · e/tJcts can 
cause great::::aainage .:~urd. lo·s'S of . property arid .. ·. 
life'. · 
· Grou;e II·· .. ·.· 
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This Wash:Lngton·Sqho_o_:L: g~·~up was exposed ta a program 
. enti tle:d n When \.later Runs Wild. II . This program ·.told of the 
. dangers · 1nv6lvElc;I. with' wate;~ . 
. ]'lood~: o~us:e _thoughts ·bf dame breaking, . 
. rele~ain:g gre.at lorieri~s. of water whi~h d~stroy .· 
.· <i),:9~&i-t:if ea.si: li.\;is: Q$11;i\1~g .#5'+ti.c,#t, CJ t. .io+1~rs . · ..•. • 
of d:amage. Mos.t: fJ.oods, h9weve:r, are less·, 
. drama t io • . They are ca~s ~cf by tpo 'lnuch rain,.· · 
. . . . . . . 
snow m~l ting .too"..fast, e·ro<ied land, improper 
. . . 
drainag~. and water cor.1tr.ol. The.se · cau.se rive;rs .. 
. ·. ahd .lakes 'l:i~ over.flow :the,ir :harike end cover 
. '·' .. 
area~. Ori 'Which people ha:ve home·S and. Cl ties• .· . 
. . :" . . . ·.. .. . . !' .. . 
· Mariy flash· f J.ooda. ~.lac occur'. each yt-Ja.r. . ~hese. . . ' . .. ,.. . .·. . ' . ' . '·, 
. . . . . 
. •. The hazards ~.t' ·floods. inc.lud.el' . d.rowning; 
oontamina:t16n of wat.~r supp'l;y', .. toed .. stuffs and. 
. .. . . - . ,· ' . . ' 
.· t·eedJ epre,d_ .. of' disease;'. weake~iI.J;g or collapse 
C)f bui.J.:d:ingS; ·. :loefS of .c;opSl eoonom:tc lose. due 
_to interruption of electrical power and communi-
cations, and possible personal injury. 
In recent years, man.has learned how to 
control many flood conditions. Now that it is 
understood how plant life acts as a sponge to 
soak up water, man is replanting the bare hill-
sides. There are dams,· levees, reservoirs, and 
flood walls. JVIan has·also improved forecasting 
of flood situations before they happen. And he 
has set up Wf?.YS to alert people in potential 
flood areas sci that there is less chance of 
loss of life. · A food kit should be made to be 
used in the everit of a flood. Although one can 
go without food for some time, one can only do 
without water f:or q.. very short time. During an 
emergenoy situation, the public supply of drink-
ing water· may be contaminated·and so an emergency 
supply of water for both drinking as wel1 as 
' ' 
sanitary pu~rposes becomes very important. A. 
person need~ about one-half gallon of water per 
day for drinking purposes alone. One needs 
seven gallons of water per week. 
Grou;e III 
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Children in this Northside school group were exposed 
to the program in. the series called ii Living With the 
Atom." The .content of this program in the series is 
summarized as follows~ 
An. atomic emergen~y does, not have to mean a 
.· . 
. bomb has beep. drol)ped. It :could J;esuit. from any 
nuciear accident .. · ~t a reaqtor laboratory . or .while 
transporting nuclear. mate;t'ials. . Th.e greatest 
. . . . ' . 
danger.·. is .from. radiation/ . 
Rad.iation i.s no.thing. \iew., . The:J:'.e has always 
be~n some·radiation around from natural sources 
. . . . 
sucb, as·the sun,.a.s well as from artificial 
source~ I. Exposur·e: to too' much radiation could 
. . .' . .. . ' 
result irt burn~, sJckness, and po{:!Sibly death 
. . . . 
to both hum~ns· a:ncl animals, .· .. Certain foods and. 
feeds· could be. cc,ntaminated, and growing plan.ts 
a.£ .f' ec ted. 
Radiation· ·1a .the danger· in fallout~·· When · 
a,. nuclear explosi,on· t.ak~s .PlS.ce on the gro'l,.l,nd, 
· particles ·ot dust· and debris' are· sucked up into 
· the muahroom-.like cloud~ Here,. they become 
ziad:toaotj,. ve ·arl;d .fall. b'ack to earth a,.s . .fallout~· 
. Before falling, however~· 'they ce.n. be carried . '. .• . 
. ·. . .. . . 
!or great distances by the wind, 
.. ·. . . . ' . . ' 
Failo~t takes ti~e :.tio· d~op. It would. 
likely ~e ;d ·minutes before .fallout starts 
outeide the d~vastated area. . .The most serious 
d(lnger :WQUld come :.from ea;r°ly f~11out - those 
:Particles. whi'ch return to ea:i:-th wi thir,i. 24 hours 
. . 
. after . an ·explosion.. 
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The first -two· d.ays of fallout are the most 
dangerous •. This is the time that shelter.is 
most vital in a home. or com.munity or any place 
that proteots one from radiation. If fallout 
is light or moderate; aft.er two or three days, 
one might 'be.able t~ ·come out hf shelter for at 
least p'art of each day •. Qualified .men known as 
"monitors" have been trairied to measure the 
amount of radiation in any given location or 
·insta,nce. · ~hey will te11 one when it is safe 
to come out and for how lorig. Meanwhile two· 
weeks; supply of food and water on hand and 
an adequate she.lter are nec.essary~ 
After a nuclear explosion, one might not 
khow whether there is any fallout in the . area 
unless he hears about tt. on·the radio. Some-
times, if fallout is heavy, it is visible in the 
air pr on smooth surfaces.· It might look like 
ordinary dust or dirt. Or it could be invisible 
and detected only wit:P, special monitoring 
equipment. One can.riot srr:ell or taste fallout 
and he cannot feel ihe ra,iiation from it. One 
should.take no chances and take shelter~ Tbe 
. . 
best protection from an atomic explosion is a 
well constructe.d faliout she.lter. 
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All three of these progra,ms just discussed followed a 
pattern set by the author on a theme of emergenc;y 
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preparedness. Each was 28! minutes in length and all.were 
shown over KWTV, Channel,9, television in Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma, on consecutive Saturdays at 1:30 p.m. beginning 
April 6, 1968 and continuing until June 15, 1968. Two of 
the programs were pre-empted by other programs· and when this 
happened the remaining programs. t-rnre .moved up one time 
spot thus keeping the correct : order. · Fortunately the 
author was notift.ed of the change of schedule in each 
instance and was able to ·maintain the proper interval be-
tween pre-testing, exposure,and post-testing for each 
grou:p. 
Each group was pre-tested the Tuesday prior to the 
program to which.they were scheduled to ·be exposed and 
post-tested the Tuesday .following the airing of the pro-
gram. The pre-te.st arid the post-test for each group were 
given as near the same time as possible on the same day of 
the week, thus controlling as·much error variance as 
possible ... variance. due to time of da;y and mental 
alertneqs. 
The programs viev,red by the th1:ee grou:ps were all 
shown at 1:30 :p.m. following the normal dining hour of the 
youngsters. However Saturday, not being a school day, had 
that dis1;3,dvantage. An important aspect of this study, 
' 
which is ~eldom seen in "effects 11 studies is that the 
author worked, with naturalistic conditions in which the 
youths ·controlled their exposure to the commuriic ations. 
They were not ordered to watch.the program but were asked 
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to 11 Please watch the program. 0 · Voluntary exposure under 
naturalistic conditions will be discussed more further in 
the study. 
The before test consisted of ten learning questions 
a~d five attitude questions about 4-H in general followed 
by ten learning questions on the particular program 
assigned to each specific group. The same test was admin-
istered again to the groups following exposure to the pro-
gram. Learning questionp were placed on a nominal scale 
while attitude items were put into a numerical rating 
scale (Appendices D and E). 
The data provided information on the II drawing power" 
and the effect .of the 4-H program via the television 
medium. Voluntary exposure, coupled with the data gathered 
from questiopnaire rep1ies provided some useful insights 
on the feasibility of using a public television station 
for relaying informational .materials designed to create 
favorable attitudes and increase learning among grade 
school children in the·lO to 12 age group. 
· C HAFTER · IV 
FINDINGS 
Design and Analysis 
·Nine difference between means tests for each of the 
three groups of respondents were run. 
The '' t n statistic~ appropriate in small sampling 
theory; sii;nply states a null hypothe13is that there is no 
difference between the.means of scores for any twq popula-
tions. If the difference between the means is greater 
than that expected by chance fluctuation of scores, them 
the difference is said to be significant, 'r:i:ie 1·1 t ", like 
the analysis of variance and other·statistical difference 
tests~ simply pits. chance differences against ·"real" 
differences. In other words, is the difference between 
two sets of scores too great to be considered a chance 
happening under the lavvs of probability? If so, then the 
null hypothesis is rejected. 
In this. study, the tests w1;;re used to determine any 
difference in the respondents' knowledge of 4-H, as well 
· as their.attitude toward it. · The deper1d.en:t responses were 
compared through before and after tests. 
The "t" test·s for the three separate groups of re-
spondents involved nine test9 for each.group. 'J;he groups 
36 
were tested for· difference between means of the.pre- and 
post-tests on. (1) 4-H -learning, (.2) speci,fic content 
learning, and ( 3) attitude· for .those respondents who did 
see theprogr.amand those who did not seethe program -
six tests. Also II t" tests were run between the means of . . .: . . . . ' ' . 
37 
post;...;tests for .those who di-d arid. did not see the programs 
on the three areas df learn~ng and attitude ..... three tests. 
This same procedure·. was followed in testing the· other two 
groups. All the tests,. co:m.bined, · totaled 27. 
TABLE V 
NINE.STATISTICAL TESTSRUN·ON EA.CH:OF·THREE GEOUPS 








(1) Pre- and p~st-test 
(2) Pre--and.post-test 
· ( 3} Pei st- .. and .:post-te$t 
( 4) Pre-- and post~test 
(5) Pre- arid pojt~test 
( 6) Post-:-- .and post-tes.t 
. (7). Pre- and. post-test 
. '(8) Pre+ and post:-te,st . 
· (9). Post~ and post-test 
. Did 
Did not 
Di.d and dicl. not · 
Did 
Did not.· 
Did and did not 
Did .. 
Did.not 
Did and did not 
'11hus, statistical.tests for difference between the 
means of pre-. 'and. post-tests. involved: 
1. Specific.Content Learning: Did.participants 
lel;lrn about the specific content of the 
progra:r,n they were assigned, to watch? These 
"t" te.sts were conducted for all 162 par-
ticipants in all three groups -·between the 
pre- a:nd post-tests of members of each group 
··who did see, who did not see, and also be..-
tween the post.,..tests bf those who did and 
those who did not see the assigned program. 
2 •. 4-H Learning (General): Did students who 
saw the assigned program exhioit a f3ignif-
icant diff.erence in learning about 4-H from 
boys and girls.who did not see the program? 
These II t" tests vvere .conduc.ted between the 
pre- and post-tests of those who di.d see, 
who did not see, and the post~tests of 
those who did and did not see in each of 
the three groups" 
3. Atttitude of Exposed and Non-exposed: Was 
there any change in the attitudes of boys 
and girls about 4.,..H, which could. be due to 
the assigned programs? These "t" tests 
.were performed on means be.tween the pre-
and post-tests of .those who did see the 
program, those who.did. not see the program 
and the post-tests of those who did and did 





This group comprised 55 students .. Only six volun-
tarily exposed themselves to th.e program which was randomly 
assigned to the group. 
Specific content learnig.,g. The program. - '·' The Shaking 
Earth" - was successful in conveying information to those 
in this Washington Grade School group who saw the program. 
This exposed group showed an average score of 4.7 before 
exposure and an average of 6.5 q_uestions answered correctly 
after having seen the program. · The test for difference 
showe.d "t" = 2.14 (df = 10), which was well beyond the .05 
level of significar.i,ce. In other words, t:)J.is great a gain 
in information among boys .and girls about the specific 
program would occur hy cha.nee less than five times in 100. 
:B1 or the 49 participants in Group I who did not· see 
the program "The Shaking Earth" t~1ere was no gain in 
knowledge.on the specific content of the program. The 
mean score for the respondents on the pre-test was 4.8, 
while the mean score for them on the post ... test was 4.9. 
"T" = • 32 (df ==. 96); between pre.,. and post-tests. This 
fell far short of the .05 level of significance. 
The post-tests b.etween those who·did and did not see 
the specific content of the program showed a significant 
difference when. analyzed with the 11 t" stat.istic. · Those 
students in Group I at Washington Grade School who saw the 
assigned show had an average score of 6.5 on the post..-test, 
while those who did not see the program. had an average 
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score of 4.9. "Til= 2.28 (df == 53), was significant be-
yond the .05 level of. 1.68. The mean scores for those who 
did and did not see or the pre- and post~tests for specif-
ic .· content learning for Group I are shown in the following 
paradigm in Figure.1. 
Pre-test. Post~test 
Did not see i---,-:--,:-:-3--,--:-:-:-···.--
Did see 
Figure 1. · Iiean Scores for Group I 
Specific Content Learning 
General content lea.rnin_,g. · Although each program 
dealt with a specific aspect of 4-H work, the author was 
·interested in any underlying dimensions of information 
. ' 
. . 
that may .have increased the.respondents' .knowledge of 4-H, 
in general • .Apparently, the group not only netted an in-
formation gain about the specifics of the program, but 
also assimilated new knowledge about 4-H in general. On 
the pre;_test for those who did see the program,the 
students'. mean score was 7. 8, compared to a mean score of 
9. 0 on the post-test - an ip.drease of 1.2.. The test showed 
· "t" = · 2. 0 (df =· 10), which was significant beyond the • 05 
leve 1 of 1. 81. 
' . 
Again, as in .testing the specific content learning 
.gain, no significance other than that attributable to 
chance, could be found between the general content pre-
and post-test scores of the LJ-9 Washington Grade School 
students in Group I who did not see the program. On the 
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. pre .... test, · the students' mean score was 7. 5 and also 7. 5 on 
the post-test. 11 T" :;: • 32 (df = 96) , which was not signifi-
cant at the .05 level of 1.66. 
The post"'.'"tests for those who did. see IIThe Shaking 
. . 
Earth'' program and·· those. who did not see the P+Ogram showed 
. ' 
a diff~;ence in scores. from 7.5 to 9.0. The test for dif-
' . . 
ference showed "t" "" 2 .14 (df ::r; 53), significant beyond 
the .0.5 level of 1.6B, a great difference in knowledge 
about4-H~ The paradigm below shows the mean scores for 
thos.e who did and did not see cin the pre..,.test and post~ 
test for g$neral .content 1.e,arning in Group I. 
Did see 
Did not see 
Figure 2. 
.Attitude learniIIB,. 




Mean ScoX-:es for .Group I 
General Content Learning 
. . 
The p:r;-ogram II The Shaking Earth, 11 
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apparently was not effective in its· stated purpose to in-
fluence the attitude of the respondentswho volup.tarily 
watched the program. The six students.who viewed the show 
had a. mean .score of 19.5 on the pre-test. and a mean score 
of 19.2 on the post-test •. The test for difference showed 
"t II => • 50 ( df ::=: 10), Which W8.fi not Significant at the o 05 
level of 1.81. 
The test between the pre- and post-test for those who 
did·not see the program in Group I at Washington Grade 
School showed no significant difference .• The mean score . . 
for the pre-test.was 17.9 and the mean score for the post-
test wa13 1'7.5; "t' 1 = .80 (df = 96) ~. which was not signifi-
cant. at the .05 level of. 1.66. 
In comparison of post-test scores, the.· students who 
saw the program teri.cle9:. to show no mpre attitude change 
than did those students who did not see the program. In 
the test for difference, 11 t 11 "' 1.30 (df:;; 53), which was 
not significant to reject the null hypothesis of no dif-
ference at the .05 level. of significance. The mean scores 
for tb,ose who did and.did not see on the pre- and post .... 
. • . 
tests for attitude learning in Group I are shown below in 
Figure. 3. 
· Pre-test Post-test 
Did see 19.5 19.2 
Did not see .. 17. 9 .· 17.5 -----
Figure 3. · J.Vlean Scores for Group I 
Attitude Learning 
(The higher the score on 
this test, the more 
··favorable the attitude.) 
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·Thus, for Group .I the tests · showed a .significant gain 
in information both specific and general for those stu-
dents who. viewed the program on" The Shaking Earth. " For 
those who did not see. the show there was.no significant 
gain in information.~ . In a comparison of post...;.test Scores, 
the students who .saw the progran1 tended to show a signifi .... 
. cantly higher .level of information about both specific and 
general content than did. tliose students who did not see 
the program. 
However, in comparison of tests on attitude there was 
nci significant chc:;3.ngedetected •. There was no significant 
. . . . 
difference between pre-. and post-test scpres of those who 
did see the program on attitude. There was no signi,ficant 
difference between the pte-.and post-test scores of those 
who did not see ~he program "The Shaking Earth. II Like-
wise, there was no significant difference between the post-
tests of those who did and did not see the program. 
Results of Group I tests are shown in the summary paradigm 
in :F'igure 4. 
Did see 




























.Summary of Mean Scores for Group I 






This group comprised 51 students •. Eleven students in 
this group voluntarily exposed themselves to the p;rogram 
which was randomly assigned to them. 
Specific content. learning. The program "When Water 
Runs Wild" was not successful in conveying informatior+ to 
those boys and girls in Group II at Washington Grade School 
· who saw the assigned program. 'rhis · group of individuals 
exposed to the program showed an average score of 7.0 
before exposure and .an average score ·o.f 7.0 again after 
exposure to the program. . 'rhe test .for difference indicated 
II t 11 = • 55, (df ""·· 20), t1hich was not significant at the • 05 
level of 1.73. 
For the 40 students in Group II who did not see the 
program, there was no gain in knowledge between the pre-
and post-tests on the specific content of. the program. 
The mean score.for the participants on the pre~test was 
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6. 9 and the average score on the post-test was 7 ~ O. "T" :i:: 
.71 (df 
of l.67. 
78), whic.h \vas not significant at the .05 level 
The post-tests for the specific content of II When 
Water Runs Wild" showed no.significant difference when 
tested. Boys.and girls in Group II at Washington Grade 
School who saw the·program had a mean score of 7.0 on the 
post-test,. the same as that on the post-test of the Group 
II students who did. not see the program. ln testing for 
the difference between. the two means of 7. 0 and 7. 0, 11 t" = 
.33 (df = 49), was far from sufficient to reject the null 
hypothesis of no difference at the .05 level of 1.67. 
' . . ·. . . ·, . '. ' . 
JVIean scores for thos.e who. did and did not see on the pre-
and post-tests for spec1fic .content learning for Group II 
are shown in the f ollovling :paradigm in Figure 5. 
Did see 
Did not see 
Figure 5. 
Q~ral content learning. Group II students appar-
ently were able to gain Some information about 4-H in 
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. general from "When Water Runs Wild. " On the ,pre-test for 
those participants who did see ·the. program, .. the mean score 
recorded was 6. 7 while the mean score for those .same stu-
dents on the post-test a:t>te·r viewing the progrl;3Jil was 8.5, 
an increa.$e · of 1. 8. · The test for diff erencE? showed "t" = 
·2.70 (af M 20)', which was highly sig:nifica.nt beyond the 
.05 level of 1~73~ 
No further.signif'icant scores were determined for 
general content Iearninf$ on the randomly assigned program 
. "When Wa.t~r },tuns Wild." In testing for the difference 
between pre- Eind post-test scores·of the 40 Washington 
Grade School students :i,n Group·rr·who did. not see the pro-
gram~ no signi!icance other than that which would oe 
attr:lbuted to· cha.rice could be found. · The average score on 
,< the. :pre""".t:est'.wa.s ·6.9 ~hile the imean score. on. the post.'.:.test 
was 7. 5. for those: who. did not .see the program~ 1111111 = 1. 33 
. '· . ' 
(df = 78), was not :significant beyond the .05 level of 
l.67. 
The :test ·for difference betwe.eU .the· post-test of 
those who. did see the program arid the. post·-test: of. those. · 
who did not see the program· showed no ·significance~ "T" = 
1. 56 (df = 49) , ·· was not sufficient to · refute the null 
hypothesis at .05 level of 1.67. The paradigm below in 
Figure 6·shows the mean scores for those who.did.and did 
not see on the pre- and pos.t-:-tests for general content 
learning in .q-roup II. 
Did see 
Pre-test· Post-test EB--·---,..---..,.;8 
Did not see 
FiguJ:e 6. Mean Scores for Group II 
General Content Learning 
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Attitude le arni_gg. As in Group I , the program ran,... 
domly as$igned to Group II, '' When Water Runs Wild," appar-
ently failed to influence the attitude of the 51 · 
participants. The test for difference between the·mean 
scores of 18.7 on the pre--test · and 18.5 on the post-test 
of t)le 11 students who volµntarily watched ·the program 
' .. . ' 
showed no significance.· ''T 11 ;;;: .25 (df = 20), was not 
significant. beyond the • 05 leve 1 of 1.. 7 3. 
No significance was· found between· mean .scores on the 
pre-:- and post-tests for youngsters in Group II at Washington 
Grade School who did not see the program •. An average mean 
attitude £core of 17.4 was found for the respondents on 
the pre-test and a mean score of 16.9 was determined on 
the post-test following airing of the program. "T" = .70 
(df = 78), which was not significant at the .05 level of 
l .67 ~ . 
Post-tests. for boys and girls who di.d and did not 
view the assigned program, "When Water Runs Wild, " did not 
differ enough to refute the null hypothesis.· The test for 
difference in attitude showed 11 t 11 == 1.45 (df =49), not 
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.· significant at the .05 level .of 1 .• 68. The mean scores for 
: . . . .. . . . ·... . . . ·. . 
those who did azj.d did not see on the pre- and post.:..tests 
' . 
for a:tti tude · learning in ·Gro~p II are .show:n in· the. paradigm 
in Figure 7. 
Did J:iee 
Did not see .. 
·. Figut'e 7. 
Pre-test . Post..,;test 
t ~~:: .-· ----·---~:-:--:] 
. ' 
1'1e9:n Scores·for Group Tl 
·AttitudeLearning · 
· (The higher. the score on 
· this·. test the more favor-
.. able the attitude.) 
. ln Group. II, then, the. only sig:nif1cant test. was for 
general 4-H content for those w.ho saw the :program. The 
test9 for specific. content learning ~d att:i..tude change 
· showed nothing wniqh· could be the result ··of _anything other 
t_han cl1ance at the .. 05. l.evel~ lZesul ts of G:r.oup II tests 
are.shown.in the summary :par?-digm in Figure 8. 
Did see 
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Sunm1ary of 1'1ean Scores for GJ;'oup II 
(*Significant scores at the .05 
level.) . 
This group was made up of 56 boys and girls. Seven 
students in this group voluntarily exposed themselves to 
the program which was randomly assigned to them. 
Specific content learn~gg. The program "Living With 
The Atom" was apparently unsuccessful in.transferring in-
formation. of a spe<-?ifj_c nature t~ the students in Group 
III at Northside Grade School who did see the assigned 
program. This group of st;udents showed a mean score of 
4.7 on the pre-test and a mean score of 6.1 on the post-
test. The test for difference showed 11 t 11 = 1.48 (df == 12\ 
which was not significe.nt beyond the • 05 level of 1. 78. 
The 49 students in Group III who did not see the 
show, showed no significant.gain in knowledge of the· 
specific cou.tent of the program •. The mean score was 4.7 
for the pre""'test ru'ld for the post-test of these same boys 
and girls the mean score was 5.2. The test for difference 
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showed "t" = 1.43 (df = 96), which was not enough to refute 
the null hypothes';is at the· .05 level of l.67 .. 
The post .... tes.ts for t:t1e specific content part of the 
program "Living With. The· Atom" showed· no signi.ficant gain 
in inform?-tion. "111 ' "" 1.17 (df = 54), was not significant 
beyond the .05 leve.l .9f l.67. Mean scores for those who 
did and did not see dn the :pre:- and post-tests for specif-
ic content learning for Group III are shown in the follow..:. 
. ing p.aradigin iii Figure 9. 
. Did see 
Did not see 
Flgure·9. 
B.Pre-~LEPos~t-test 4.7. ·. · .. 6.1 . . . 4-:;---. . . 5.2 ~ 
~~ . 
Mean .DGort:':S for Group J;II 
Spe.cific Content 
Learning 
.Q:!ner~l....9.QBJ2.!fil_l~..!!:!1~J.l.Bi• A gain j .. n information on 
4,;.:a general content was i.11.dic1;1ted from· the "t II test for 
thotH~ boys. and gir•ls who dio. see . ·the :progrrun "Living With 
Th® Atom. " On thij pre-test the participants had a mean 
~a<;rr® ot 7 .4 while their post-test mes;n score was 9. O, an 
·. . 
inar~•~~ of 1.6. The teat for difference betwe$n the pre~ 
~nd post-tests showed "t 11 ,., 4.0 (d..f' .01.1 12), which was sig-
ni.t'icmnt b~yond the .05 level of 1.78. This "t" of 4.0 
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was the largest;· significant score .in the.· statistic.al data 
. . 
range for .al1 samples. 
In testing for the difference between pre- and post-
test scores for North$ide Grade Sc];lool.youngsters in 
Group IIr who did not see the program, no significance was 
· found. · For the 49 · students who did not see the program 
l'Living With The Atom," ·the mean score before the program 
was 7. 3. ·. The mean score .. for the. sarne group after the pro-
gram was 7. 7, an· increase of only .4.. The test for di:C-
. . 
ference . showed ".t ." ::. 1. 0$ ( df = 96), which was not 
significant at the· .Q5 level. of 1 •. 67. 
The post-tests for the boys a:rid girls who did and did 
not see the prqgram shovired a d;i.fference in scores of· 7. 7 
to 9. 0. . The tes.t .to .deternifne q.iff erence between the 
means of the po,st-teSts shqv.red "t '1 = i.68 (df = 54),. which 
was significant beyonq_ the .• 05 level of 1 .. 67. The mec3.n 
. . 
scores of those 1,1ho did and did not see on the pre- and 
post-tests ;for general content learning in Group III are. 
shown in the paradigm in Figure 10. 
Did see. 
· Did not see 
Pre-test P6st~test 
. [ ~:;---. -, ...,,.;----::; 
·. Figure 10. ·· Mean Scores for Group III 
General Content Learning 
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Attitude l~nigg. The attitude phase of the pre-
. '. 
and post-test for Group III students at Northside Elemen-
tary Grade Scho.01 was apparently ineffective in influencing 
the students' attitude •. The seven students who saw the 
show had a mean attitude score of 19 prior to viewing the 
program "Living With The Atom" and a mean score of 18.6 
after viewing the program. The test for difference indi-
cated ''t"= .66 (df::: 12}, which was not significant at the 
.05 level of 1.78. 
Apparently there was a change in attitude among those 
Group III students who failed to see the program. The 
mean score for the 49 students at Northside Grade School 
who did not see the show was 18.3 on the pre-test. The 
mean score one week later on the post-test was 17.0, a 
drop of 1.3. The test for differ~nce showed "t" = 2.60· 
(df =-96), which was significant beyond the .05 level of 
1.66. This was a negative change .in attitude over a 
period of a week and invited speculation (see page 58). 
Post-test.score comparisons for the boys and girls 
who <lid see the program and who did not see the program 
indicat19d no change other than that which may be attrib-
uted to chance. The test for diff eren.ce between the mean 
scores of these two groups showed "t '° = 1.45 ( df = 54) ~ 
which was not significant enough to refute the null 
hypothesis at the .05 level of -1.67. The mean scores for 
those who did and did not see on the pre- and post-tests 
for attitude learning in Group III are shown in the 
paradigm in Figure .11. 
Pre-test Post-test 
Did see r 19 18.6 ·-Did not see 18~.3 17.0 
L. 
Figure .. 11. Mean Scores for Group III 
Attitude.Learning 
(The hig;her the score on 
this test, the more favor-
able the attitude.) 
'.l:huf:,, for ·Group III students at Northside Grade 
· School assigned to wat.Cih the program "Living With The 
Atom, i, there was no si.gn:Lficant learning gain on the 
message's specific content. 
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· For the general kt1owledge part of the. program, there 
was an apparent gain in· :i.nf ormatlon. The test for differ-
ence between the means of the pre-- and post-tests for 
those who did see the show showed significant gain as did 
the statistical test between the post-tests for those who 
did and. did not see the program "Living With The Atom.'' 
In comparison of tests on attitude, there was an 
®,pparently significa:n.t change. Those Group III students 
who did not see the program showed a significant change in 
attitude. H.ow,ever, this change in attitude was negative. 
The students I scores dropped by 1. 3 between the pre- a.nd 
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post-tests. This same occurrence was found for the same 
test on the other two groups, Groups 1 and II,.although 
the drop was not found significant: i:h tho.se instances. No 
other significant. tests we·re found for Group III young-
sters on·attitude •. R~sults of Gr'oup III tests are shown 









Did not see 
· Pre- · · Post-
Test. Test 











FiguAe 12 •.. · Summary of Mean Scores for Group- III 







From a total of·l62 parti,cipants, there were only 24 
who saw tb,e programs assigned to tp.em in ·this study. · This 
' . . . . 
response supports. the contentions.of Schramm, Klapper and 
others, whose. comments, it will be remembere<i, '11,rnre re-
corded in the Review of· Literature, Chapte; II~. 
They, .said in essence, that teievi_sion., itself, is not 
sufficient to influence children to watch it •. ·· The_ stu-
-der;i.ts . in this study were not .influeric.ed by other than a. 
simple request from the author that·they iNatch the pro-
gram and a .reminder from their· teacher tha.t the program 
. . . . 
would be aired on a Ciertain date •.. · 
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The 24. stude.nts who saw the program represented only 
. . . 
14.9 per cent bf the total population in the current 
study·~·· while. in th~ Nichigan ·Study the television series 
reached a large·pa;rt of the target audience and produced 
' . ·.. ' . . . 
.learning and influenced attitude favo.rably toward the 
mess age .and 4..-H. · · 
. . . . 
· It·should be recal1ed that in the Michigan study, 
. . 
county 4-H agents exerted·several kinds of direct and in-
di:r:'ect. appeal on the subjects to build up and reinforce 
the e.ffect of tb.e teie.vision show itself. They gave the 
. ser:i,,e s .·advance· publicity on radio• programs ax.id through 
. ne~spaper· promotions. · .. There was littie ·or no advance pro-
. . . . . . . . 
motion prior to airing of the 4-H TV Action Club Series in 
Oklahoma. In the Michigan study~ letters were sent to 
local L~-H leaders urging their participation. County 
agents appealed to school admi.nj_strators and teachers, 
urging co opera ti.on in recruiting members for the 4-H TV 
Electrical Club. While the series was being shown, efforts 
were. being ma.de to encourage participants to achieve more 
on their .projects. On the whole, these efforts were noted 
as having been responsible for a good share of the active 
participation by children in viewing the series and join-
ing the club. Adult encouragement was perceived to have 
had a strong effect on enrollments also. 
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· It was further· determined in Chapt~r II that the 
. . 
persona+ influence factor wasreflected ip the relative 
· volume of .responses to the 4~H series. in the Michigan 
study in ·the va.rious Michigan counties. ·The response in 
some counties .was far out.· of proportion to population size 
a.nd television coverage~ It. was noted·. that difference .be~ 
.tween county responses in .the Michigan study could.be ex-
. . . . . 
plained on· the basis·· of t;b.e different. direct and indirect 
influences exerted by 4.;...H agents through publicity, school 
. . . . . 
admini~trators, te~chers and local 4~H leaders. This all 
lends' SU:pport tO .. the. 9I tWO-Step-flOW-Of-COmmUniCatiOn II and 
llperso:O.a1.' irifluencell ,bypotheses, as .set forth by Katz and 
Lazarsfeld. 1 
. Also, ru,nong pa±'ents. in the Michigan study, it was 
. found .that a_ signi.fip-antly 1arger proportion of parents 
with responding children. saw the .. series than parents with 
:Jion-responding children, iridicatiugparental.irifluence as 
a st:rong •factor.· in encouraging enrollment O 
. ' . . 
The present st:tidy findings .. serve as a fruitful con-
trast to thos.e. of the Michigan .study in that the response 
· -to the programs, in. attendance, inf ormatio1i gain and atti-
tude change, . was much less satisfactory and may be attrib-
ute.d to the lack 6f influence from 4-H ·agents, school 
personnel and parents, and the lack of publicity. Addi-
. tional factors, such as the time element and cancellations 
1Katz, Elihu, and Paul F.. Lazarsfe lcL Personal 
Influence (Glencoe, New York,1964), pp ... 31-4~~ 
were found to influence the. present study and will be 
discussed further in the chapter on conclusions. 
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On specific content learning, "t n tests showed a sig-
nificant gain in information only for Group I participants 
who actually saw the program. There was no significant 
information gain among Group·rr and III students who saw 
the assigned program. 
The tests for difference between pre- and post-tests 
for specific content for those who did not see the assign-
ed programs for the three groups showed no significance. 
The post-te(3ts for those Group T students who did and 
did not see the program showed a significant gain in in ... 
formation •. The same test for Groups II and III did not 
· reveal any. significant cl1ange. 
For general content learning, "t" tests showed sig-
nificant. gain in information for all three groups. There 
was no significant gain in ge;11eral information recorded 
for students :who did not see the ·assigned program in any 
of the three groups~ 
For the post-tests between those who did and those 
who did not see the. program a.ssigned, ii t 11 tests showed a 
significant information gain for Group I and Group III 
participants. Group II participants showed no general in-
formation ga.in between post-tests, other than that accord-
·ed chance. 
On attitude learning, there was no significance found 
for members of all three groups who saw their respective 
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programs. IJ.1ests for attitude difference in Groups I 9 II, 
and III showed no significant II t" scores for the pre- and 
post-tests of those who saw the programs. 
The tests for attitude difference between the pre-
and post-tests of those who did not see their assigned 
·. :programs showed no· significant change for Groups I and II 
at Washington Grade Schoolo Group III at Northside Grade 
School, however, showed a negativB change in attitude on 
the "t" test. rrhis drop in attitude scores could be 
attributed to a loss of interest in the 4-,H program from 
the first mention of the series at the time of the pre-
test. Also, the lesser attitude indication can be attrib-
uted in part to an al1-cit;y schools track meet which took 
place in Blackwell t.he weeirnnd fallowing· the pre-test and 
prior to the .post-test for Group III students at Northside 
Grade School. High in=Ltial interest in the Lt-..,.H TV Action 
Series when knowledge 0 ,f' 1 -L-•• t.. ~.,__- v v.ras dj_sseminated to the stu-
dents at the time of --test possibly caused part of 
the higher attitudinal scores on the pre-test. This is 
borne out by the fact that attitude scores for those who 
did and di.d not see the assigned prograrn dropped for all 
three groups in the t the pre-test to the post-
test. 
The track meet was a point of high excitement to 
nearly all Blackwell grade school youngsters and the let-
down following the meet could have influenced the attitude 
change for the Northside youngsters. 11:his factor was not 
present during testing of the other two groups in the 
experiment. 
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Perhaps the most significant factor in the Group III 
neg1;3..tive attitude· change was.the nearness of the end of 
the school term. Students in Group III were no longer 
· engaged in school work and were only a day away from 
summer vacation at the time. of the post-test. The boys 
and girls exhibited a lack of interest in anything con-
nected with the classroom and learning. This could very 
well have played a part in causing the negative attitude 
change in Group III participants. This was not a factor 
for Groups I and II. 
The post-tests for those who did and did not see the 
assigned program in each of tbe- three groups showed no 
significant change in attitude. 
Thus, the tests for difference showed attitudinal 
·change in only one of the three groups in the experiment, 
the Northside group~ Group III. And this was a negative 
attitude change among students who did not see the assign-
ed program.in the 4-H TV Action Club Series. The signifi-
cant finding was attributed to factors ·which were not 
present at the time of the testi.ng for the other two 
grOUl)S• 
For the learning part of the tests, there were signif-
icant '' t' s II found in all three groups of participants o In 
Group I, the statistical tests were found significant for 
both 4-H general kno1;11ledge and specific content leµ.rning, 
including the pre- and post-tests for tho~e who did see 
the program and post-tests for those who did not see the 
program 1·1 The Shaking Earth. 11 
In Group· Il ~ the 11 t II score was significant only for 
the 4-H general knowledge·section for those who did see 
the program, "When water Runs Wild. YD 
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In Group III~ tests disclosed significance, again, 
far the 4-H general conte;nt of the questionnaire. The "t" 
score was significant for those who saw the program as-
signed to them, as was the "t n score between the means of 
the post-tests for those who did and did not see on the 
4-H general knowledge part~ 
Over-all 1 27 measurements were computed on the data 
with only eight scores significant in the analysis. 
Of tl;te eight scores, onl~y one (':lhowed a significant differ-
ence in attitude,. the other seven were .for learning. A 
summary of mean scores for all groups may be found in 
Figure 13. 
Did see 













Did see ·. 4.? 6.1 
Did not see 4.'7 . 5.2 
Grou:e I 
4-R General Attitude 
Content· Toward 4-H 
Learning 
Pre- Post- Pre- Post-
Test Test Test Test 
. 7.8* 9.0* 19.,5 19~2 
7.5 7.5*. 17.9 17.5 
_ Grourz III 4-H Genbe_r_al~~~-A-t_t_i_t_u_d_e ___ _ 
Content Toward 1+-H 
Le1;J.rning 
·.-.Pre- Post- Pre- Post-
Test Test Test- •rest -
7.4* 9.0* 19.0 · 18.6 
7.3 '7.7* 18.3• 17 .O* 
Grou:e.II 
·specific 4-H General 
Content Content 
Learning 
Pre- Post- Pre- Post-
Test Test Test Test 
7.0 7.0 6.7 .. 8 .• 5* 
6.9 7.0 6.9 7.5 
. ],igure 13. Summary. of Mean Scores for .All Groups 










• CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND SUGGESTIONS 
Summary 
·, 
In tl:,l.is study, three groups. of fifth and sixth grade 
classes: were · selected· t.hrougll acC~g.ent.al non"'.'probabili ty .. 
. . . 
sampling. ·· A program from the 4-H·. TV A,ction. Club Series 
· wa~ assigµed ·.to· each :of t'.l:le groups labeled Groups I, II, . .. . ' . . . . 
anti.III .. T~e programs we~e assigned· at r~ndom and pre-
i,sie~ t6'~ro;id~ control~ 
. The 162' students in the ·three groups came from .fifth 
and ~ixth grade class~s at Washi.ngton and Northside Grade· 
. Scho?ls in Blackwell, Oklah~ma. · Group I'_was assigned the 
p:r·ogram •i The Shaking Earth~ II while·. Group II was· assigned 
.. · t'W~en Water Runs Wild II ' and Group III, was·. assigned 
. ' 
' . . 
!'Living With. The Atom. 11 
·. · Eac·h of the three groups of· students .was pre...;tested · 
Qfl a Tueedey prior to viewingthe·assigned program on the 
. . . .· . . . . ~ . . 
following Saturday •.. The. groups were post'."'teeted. the 
Tueaday·!ollowing the program.and all testing was carried 
out ae near• the sa;me time as possible on the se.m.e day of 
the week to coritr.ol for error variance as much as :possible -
variance due to time of day arid.mental alertness. 
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All the programs in the series were shown at 1:30 p.m. 
on Saturday~ not a .schoQl day. An important a$pect in 
the study was·the.fact that tlle author worked with natu-
ralistic conditions in which the youths controlled their 
exposure to th~ co~unications. They· were not influenced 
to watch the program by cbnditions such as n;tandatory 
classroom requirements, lnit were simply reques~ed to watch 
the. assigned program as a favor fo the author.. They were . 
·reminded by their teacher on Friday that the program would 
be interesting a."ld would .·be on television, Saturday. at 
;t.: 30 p. m. 
·The pre-test consif:lted of ten learning questions and 
' ' 
five attitude questiom;, about 4-.H in general and ten 
. . . . .. ," . 
' questions about the specific cont.e.nt of the pc;irtic~lcir 
programs assigned the· groups. The post-test -- consisted of. 
the same que$tiohs administered to the groups :following 
. ·. ' . . 
airing of the programs (AppendicesD and. E). 
' ' . 
Information· on. the· effects of the 4-H programs via 
.· . . . 
television was provided py the data.· Also provided were 
insights as to. t)ie drawing pov?er of. tlle. series and the use 
of a pvblic televisi;n station for disseminating informa-
. . . . . . : . 
tion q~signed to create favorable, attitudes and cause. in-




As can readily be s~e:n from .the results Qf tests on 
the data,· there was very little chang~ in the.attitude of 
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the respondents in this· st\;i.dy - ~d that was negative. In 
only one group' was. there any notable learning for the 
specific ·content of a program, although.there was some 
·. learning. 'in each. of the three groups in regard to t:P.e 4-H 
general knowledge section. Respb.nse (watching the assign-
ed programs) was. almost negligible (24 students oµt of 
··· 162). 
It seems evident from these findirigs that the boys 
. . . 
.. and giris learned .ibout · 4-H from the . television p:rogram 
and exh;ibi ted no. change in at.ti tude toward 4-H other than 
a negative one. The .shows . also. proq..uced only minor learn-
. . . · ... 
ing about their specific· message. ···Thus, it seems the 
. . tel.evision .. show; alone' w~~. not an II all-powerful II .medium 
: . . . . 
to encourage learning or attitudinal change.in the boys 
. . . . . . . 
.and girls. The mainconsid~rationiri. this study, then, 
was the nature of exposure to the 4..-H TV Action Qlub 
Series among the fifth and sixth grade children tested. 
Also.of importance was 'the method .used by the State 4-H 
Extension Service and County 4-H 'agents in promoting the 
·. series :a.rriong school age youth in· Oklahoma.. Of importance, 
too, was the production of the 4~H TV Action Club Series, 
. . 
.itself. The author has attempted· to .illuminate his find-
ings andthe·reasons for them in the .following remarks. 
Voluntary Exposur'e° 
. '~ 
· There was almost no influence, other than that of the 
writer ( as informant and tester .for the specified programs). 
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Although some of the youngsters in·the six.classes were, 
· or.had been, members.of 4-H Clubs (eight in.all), close 
questionirig of these 'individuals indicated neither home 
nor family· influence pertaining to th.e series. When asked 
whetherthey had been told about the sE;Jries or requested 
to watch some of the. programs by memb.ers .of their family 
or others,_ ~11thesemembers, or former members, said they 
had not •. In specific instances, several of the youths had 
·been influenced or asked to do other things, such as help 
·around the house or farm~ Only one 4-H· club member saw 
his.assi€;ned show • 
. Several of the participating boys and girls were mem~ 
. . 
oers of outdoor sports. organizations such as little league 
· baseball teams o The l'forthside School children in Group 
. . . . . 
III we:r;e attending and/or.· participating in a city school Is 
. . 
track. meet,. for th,e most. part, during the air time of the 
. . 
·program .they were assigned to watch. Approximately one-
fourth of the Washington School youngsters were·attending 
a local movie.matinee at the time they had.been requested 
by the author to watch a program in the 4-H Series. Thus, 
competing m'edia were a. factor in the low voluntary 
exposure. 
From this evidence~ it appears that ex:r;rnsure to the 
svecified programs in the Action Series was ent;irely 
voluntary on the part of the bOys a;nd girls, ~xcept for 
the simple request of the ,author that they watch the pro-
gram at home on the television. A:Lthough teachers and. 
administrators in .. the Blackwell. Grade Schools gave their 
full cooperation, these individuals did little more than 
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allow the writer to enter their classrooms, :rriake his re-
quests and administer the pre-:- and..post-:tests. They were 
requested to remain as indifferent as possible about the 
. . . 
series and give information only when asked. They were_ 
only asked to do· .one . thing· by the. teste+ - remind the stu:.:.. 
dents of the air time. and the channel number of. the sta-
tion on which. the prpgram was to. be: showno · The fact was 
emphasized, also, that the·test scores and attendance·on 
the program would in no· way affect ·the grades of the boys 
and girls.participating in.the stud;y. 
. . ; 
· The only exception.. to this procedure occurred in con-. 
nection with Group .l. The. teacher of the fifth grade in 
. . ' . 
'thip group mimeogiaphed.a brief note to the parents of· all 
youngsters in.Group I.and sent the·notes home with the 
students the Friday .before. the tele"",rising. of the program 
on the following Saturday. · The message read: 
A young man from Oklahoma State University 
· is conducting a survey on the current 4"';H TV· 
Action Club program on television e.ach Saturday 
·. ;from 1; 30 until 2 p.m.. Your child had been 
asked to participate in the survey and your co-
. operation is· requested to remind your youngster 
to vratch the program. The student Is grades in 
· school wil1 .in no way be affec.ted by the. surveye . 
Thank you.. · · · · 
II T" scores for Group I showed th~ most change .for any 
o:q.e group among the three ori .learning,' as· was .expected .. 
with the . inr'luenc e :Qlenti:oned above. 
Children seemingly will not voluntarily expose 
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themselves to television programs of an educational and 
. . . 
info:rrnativehature. They will do so only when influenced 
by responsible authorities such as teachers, school admin-
istrators, . parents, peers,. and those connected with the 
agency supporting, or hired to support, tl,l.e program. 
The 4-H TV Action Club Series, aimed at the target-
. . ' 
age group of gi·ad,e school yciungste:r:s in the 10 to 12 year 
old age bracke,t' can be termed, successful only through the 
energies and efforts of .those· authoritative figures in the 
lives of the youngsters. The television i:nedium, or any 
other mass medium, in and of its own volition, will not 
be, or is not capable of, attracti-ng the interest and . 
· · capturing the imagination of children •.. 
· .. It requires a nexus of mediating message factors and 
. ·. . . : ' . . . ·. . . ,· 
-pe;rsonal influences other than message dissemination 
through a masp col.Il.h"'lunications cha.nnel to produce desired 
. . . . . . . 
,. . .· . 
. effects. ' It is these -factors , and influences w.hich typi-
cally· render mass com.inunication an effective· agent of 
direct · effect or re inf ors>ement ~ more commonly reinforce-
. . . . 
. ' 
ment. · TJ:ie efficacy .of a mass medium such. as television, 
then, depends upon various· aspects of the situation. For 
example: the nature and sou.rce of the me ss1;3..ge, predispo..:. 
sition to the message, personal influence, textual organ-
ization, etc. Thus, boys.and girls in any target-age 
group will be lesser affected by-mass communications media 
than by the mediating factors and influences surrounding 
it. 
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Efforts to increase awareness and create a.more 
favorable attitude about 1+-H, and to.increase learning 
about emergency preparedness among grade school children 
will be less effective through a mass medium, such as 
televiE\.ion, with a minimum of outside influence, than when 
efforts are made to supplement the mass medium as much as 
possible with a plexus of mediating factors and influences. 
Such influences include school authorities and parental 
interest and urging 3 coupled with reward factors such as 
grades, public approval and recognition. In order to ef-
fectively communicate a p.rogra.m of the informative and 
edµca,tional nature of th$ 4-H TV Action Club Series, it is 
necessary to secure the. compliance and help of all those 
persons with the credibility and opportunity to influence 
the children favorably toward. the.· program. It is also 
necessc;lry to maximj_ze the effects of 2,uQh factors as public 
opinion~ quality and originality of the communication and 
its attractiveness. 
Also~ a very lmportant consideration in any message 
treatment is its immediate and delayed reward .character-
is tics, as poj_nted. out by ::3cb.ramm. Schramm places inf or-
mation into tvio classes~ :immediate reward and delayed 
reward. ·In general, immediate reward news is news·of 
crime 9 corruption, disasters~ social events, human inter-
est, etc. Delayed reward may be expected from news of 
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public affairs; economic matters, social problems, educa-
1 · 
ti.on • • • • The. 4-H TV Action Series was. definitely infor-
mation of tlle. latter type. 
lt is hoped that the author's findings have provided 
. . 
not only.· information. as to the drawing power of the 4.-H 
TV Action Club Series :via the television medium but also 
som:e useful insightB.on the practicality of using popular 
or educational television. ·Many other factors, such as 
. thOS~ mentioned above,, !I dare not !I be neglected in relaying 
information desi~ned to c.reate favorable attitudes and 
increase learning among yarious groups; specifically in 
this c.ase, school children at· the fifth· and sixth grade 
level. · The iriiportance. of· co.nsideri:qg . t:tiese neglected f ac-
. . 
tors . has be.en pointed out. in past information campaigns' 
... Criticisms . of the program. by the Co;n~y 4~H Agents, 
themselves, · include·d several coTilll1ents abo.ut the production 
· of the se·rie.s. The most common 9ri tic isms were: "Bad 
.. timing for a program of this nature • H. oniy two to three 
programs were presented before school was out. 11 . "Program 
cancellation has.caused loss of interest.and drew out pro-
grams ·over too J.,ong a time spa~. " "Need to have program 
. . 
during school ·h~urs 11 and !!Compl~te course before school is 
• ' I ' • • • • • 
out II. "Don't carice 1 programs· after they have been set up. " 
There. were three main objections: (1) cancellation 
1Wilbur Schramm,· 11 The Nature· of News," Journalism 
Quarterly, September, 1949. Quoted in Alan Casty, Mass 
Media and Mass l"lan (New York, 1968). 
-~-i--. . 
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caused loss of :interest; (2) Saturday was not an ideal day 
for the programs to g~·t full interest and attention of 
. . . 
students; and·. (,3) the programs extended beyond the end of 
the schoo], year. · 
S'everal agents mentioned the rieed for more advanced 
publicity ari.d materials in preparing for the· series. Some 
.co:rnments were: "More pre .... planning. " "Need longer time to 
. . 
. incorpo:riate it into the . club program.'' .and "Need materials 
well in advanc·e ."" 
. .· . 
A.morning .programonBaturday when children are 
usually watching cartoons and the 1i_ke, probably. would not 
·. have be.en more effective · than the afternoon time schedule. 
Several of the.agents mentioned a morning air time for the . 
. · programs and others: favored a: 30 · minute Period each week 
during school~ Anqtb,er;suggested;a study be made of the 
. . . . ' . . . ' . . . . 
possibility of this.· type of. progr:am. being carried. just 
. . . 
prior to the ilationai news :on a weekday afternoon. 
The technical production of the program is a·majar 
factor in the receptiveness of ·the audience. In the case 
of the 4..:..H TV Action Club Series, one serious oversight 
. . . 
could. ·have prevented much confusion. Several children in 
several ca.unties .. · sent their 6nrollment card's to Michigan 
State Urii versi ty where the films. were ;produced .because of . 
. . . 
faultY editing of the films for Oklahoma. 
. . . . 
Many of the agents felt. that. the programs were :inter-
. ' .. 
esting but could have been improved upon from the stand-
point of content. .. Others mentioned that the series would 
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have been much more.attractive if coJor .. had been used in 
filming~ 
In ciosing, as the author stated before, factors 
·which .affect viewing. of. informational programs. are the 
nature' arid source of th~ message - its immediate anq. 
delayed reWard ch~ra6te.ristic:s;. :predis.pOsitiotl to . the 
messige, personal influence.of credible and authoritative 
.· . . . . ,' ' . . . . . . . . 
· · persons and the textual quality· and attri:lcti veness: of the 
' ' . ' 
commu:q.icat;ion· •.•. · The mass .commun:i~ation · channel of. tele..:. 
Yisi~ri' i·S,: in and of itself; not ;a~abie of attracting 
th~. irit~rest ,of childr~n: for any .. given message.· Its 
eff'1ciency:a$ a means of transferring information .and 
·,'. . .. . ' 
.·. influericirig· attitu9-e · depend's .··upon. the mediating factors 
·. an9, influences which su;.rotind it~ .··· 
itesults' Of tne s:e}i~s le.ad the ·author to ·conclude 
. . .. 
that m$.Il;y, .or alL, of. thEH,e me~ia-t;ing factors should have 
been given more consideration. More than 60,000 pieces of 
.·· . . 
· · litE3rature we;re printed and distributed in Central 
Oklahoma. Less than llJ-,000 youngsters ever enrolled in 
·· the prog;am,. much.· less c9mpleted it~ 
. . . 
·Thiswas substan~ 
tially less than. the 4.5 ,000 to 50 ,000 new members that 
. .. . 
were ·hoped· for.· ~t. the heginning. of. the series. 
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DIRECTIONS: :D,or all of the questions, write an X in th~ 
front of 1rihat you honestly think is the best 
answer you can give. For example: . 
'what is the capital of Michigan? 
._ ....... ...,._.,,......, Kalamaz,oo 
NmtJ York 
Grand Rapids 
I 't k.:now 
1. Making e1ec:,tric al tl.lings is 
2. Electricity is 
J..ots of fun 
rrru.ch fun 
not fun at all 
e1.~e~3tlng 
sort of interesting 
in betvrnen 
t3ort boring 
Joining a club 
electricity and 
or boys and girls to learn about 
electrical things is 
r.3.. od idea 




___ . sort of a poor idea 
a poor idea 
4. · 4-H. clubs are. 
good 
_..,..__.sort of good 
in between 
sort of bad 
very bad 
5. 4-H clubs are 
fun 
sort of fun 
in between 
not much fun 
no fun at all 
6. To joi:n 4-H you. 
have to live in a city 
__ ·Should live on a farm 
can live in a city or ori a farm 
should .have farm animals 
I don"t know 
7. To become a member of 4-H you can 
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send an.application to 4-EHeadquarters 
in Washington 
_,...___ write to Director, 4-H, Detroit, 
1Ylichigan 
__ · send· a post c1;1.rd to 4-H TV, Box 431, 
East Lansing, Michigan 
wr:i t;e to · 4,-H Leader, Post Office, 
--- Grand · Rapids , Mi.chigan 
--- .I don't know 
8. When you ask to become a member of the 4-H Electrical 
Club you get 
___ 4-H pin and clubmanual 
membership certificate and T shirt 
parts for an electric motor 
8. ( Continued.) 
official uniform 
I don't know 
9. What kinds of camps do they have for 4-.:.H members 
-,-- summer camp, snow camp 
summercamp, fall camp 
winter camp, spring camp 
water camp, mountain camp 
I don"t know 





I 'don't know 
11. Water condubts electricity if you 
heat it 
c6ver it with powder 
stir' it up 
put salt in :it· 
I don 1.t know 
12. Members of the 4--H Electrical Club 
make things themselves 
watch the leader complete a project 
don't actually work with electricity 
elect a person to make a generator 
I don't know 





I <;3.on't know 
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14. One of the things 4-H c1ubbers do at meetings is 
sing the official state song 
_____ .recite the 4-H pledge 
give .an oath of loyalty to the 
L~ ... H flag · 
. . --
sing !IHori.or to our 4-H Club" 
. __ ·r don't know 
15. When y~ou ask to join the 4-H Electrical Club you 
· send in your 
. . . . 
name, age, address and country ..----- . . 
-..-,..... .name' parents I name, and the I)rOjeC.t 
·. Jou want to· do 
name, age, and grade in .school 
-------·· name, addresff, and siz~ o.f .t'aini1y 
I don't .. know 
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.. APPENDIX . B 
. QUESTIONNAIRE FOR ,CLASSROOM EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
lo .. You have. jti.st seen a 'film about .a 4-H Electrical 
Club. Have you ever seen aprogram on TELEVISION 
2. 
like .tb:is? · 
---. y~s 
no ---
IF so, when? · 
.• -Uay of w~ek} 
· What channel?. ---~~--~--~~~-----
In the program you just· s.aw oil film; what did you 
like best? · . . ,• . . .•: . . . 
how a 4~H club holds a m~et:i,ng 
how to, p:i:~ke a f:t,aslll:ight · 
___ ·.. vis:i.t with a county 4-H club. agent 
· wdrld's .smallest light bulb. __ ,.... 
3o What did you dislike about the program you just saw? 
4o In your opinion, the program was 
......... ___ interesting 
---· sort of'interesting 
in between " 
sort of boring , 
___ ,boring 
Have. you ever written :Lri to.join the 4-H TV 
Electrical Club?.. . . 
__ ._ yes 
no ....---. . . 




. APPENDJX C 
QUESTIONNAIRE J?OR C:LASSROOM CONTROL.GROUP 
. . . . . 
1. Have you seen a program on TELEVISION in the past 
several weeks about ·a.4-H TV Electrical Club.in which a young man shows. boys and girls . how electricity . 
. works? · · ··' · 
___ yes 
no 
IF YOU SAW THE PROGRAM •• ~ - .. 
· When did. you . see it? 
. (day ·of week) .. 
What 'channel?· 
. · Did you happen to· see the· one· in which they showed a 
teakettle making steam and generating electricity to 
turn· on a. l:lght?. · 
. .. . 
__ yes 
--- no 
IF SO, what did you like.best about this.program: 
how a 4.:..H Club hold,s a meeting 
___ how.to make a flashlight 
-.-·-- visit with a county 4-:-H club agent . ' . . . 
--- world's.smaJ1est·light bulb 
What did you dislike ab~ut this pro~ram? 
In your opinion, ·. the program was 
interesting 
sort. of interesting; 
_.....: in between 













AT~ITUDE AND O:ENERA.L LEARNING TEST 
ADMINISTERED TO. ALL GROUPS 
Mark the answer you think .ts I'ight. · . Only· one is 
right. 
1. I think 4-H clubs are· about 
~---· farming and ranching 
animals and :plants · · 
. . hbwto prepare.for emergenc:j_es 
2. 4..,H club members do one of the following things at· 
every meeting: · 
___ sing the state song · 
·, ·._· .. ·. __ recite the' 4~H :p.ledge 
go on tours 
3. Members. of · the 4-H emergency-preparedness club 
watch the·leader qo:inplete a project 
__ don I t a.ctually work on projects 
themselves 
- pla11 projects for emergency 
.prepare¢Lness · . ·. · . 
4. To become a member of a 4...:H. club, I should 
. . . . 
send'a post card with :riame, address, 
age, and county to 4-H TV Action Club, 
Okla.homaf3tate University · 
Wait Ul~til someone asks me to join 
write.the Director of 4-H in my city 
or county · 
·' 
tell my teaeher r·want to join 4-H 
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5. When I become a member of 4-H, I get 
a membership certificate and T~shirt 
L~-H pin, project manual, and membership 
card 
official uniform 
6. 4_,H club members make posters about 
the subject·. of· the last meeting 
.each other and the 4-H club 
how to prepare for emergencies 
7. To join 4-H, I 
must live on a farm 
must live in a town or city 
can live in a city or a farm 
must 1ive in the country 
8. The 4-H club motto is 
9. When I 
having fun 
balance~ poise, and beauty 
good $portsmanship 
arning b;y doing 
join the 4-H Action Club, I send in 
name, age, address,and county 
mv name, parent's name 9 and the 
~.v .. 
l)ro;Jeet I want to do 
my na:me, 
my name~ 
+' a;- r,.11 ·, ,,--->-: i. . ,..,.. __ .. Ld 
age~ and grade in school 
and the size of my 
10. L~·-H clubs are .fo.r 
farm children only --"""' ...... _.. ..... 
.....;....;., __ cit3r ehi.ldren onl;r 
·b.()'tl1 farm and city children ...,.._ ... ..,..,._, ...... ...,,.,...,, 
some city and some farm children ----
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On this ;part, there are. no wrong answers. Mark the 
. . . 
one answer that b.est describes. the way you feel~ 
1. 4-H clubs are 
---· fun and I would li~e very join one. 
sort.· of :fi.lri and .I think I 
to join one 
not much :fun ·and I do not 




__ no fun at all and I would not like 
to j.oin one at all ·. 
2. Joining a 4-H club for ·boys and girlp to learn :what 
to do in case of an emergency·is · 
a goOd.idea and I am very much in 
favor of it 
sort of. a good idea a;nd I am sort of 
in favor of it 
~~- not a very good idea and I am not much 
in favor of it 
a bad· idea a:nd I am not· at all in 
favor ofit· 
. ;. T think 4;.:.H clubs a.re 
good and very interesting for kids my 
age·• 
. . 
__ ..... · sort of good and fairly ii1.teresting 
f.. 1 ., d ·. or .n .. s my age 
___ not.very good.or very interesting for 
kids. :iny age 
___ .not at·a11'good or interesting for 
kids my age · 
4. Making postersfor<4~H club projects would be 
very interesting and I·would enjoy 
making. them very much 
sort of interesting and nJ:aybe L would 
enjoy making them. 
not.very int~resting·and·I would not 
enjoy ma~ing them.very much. 
ncit at .all·interesting and I would not 
·· enjoy making them at all 
5. I think a television'.;rogram about 4-H would be 
good for kids my age' 'and l would lik;e 
.. very much to· see one 
sort of good for kids my age and I 
·would sort of iike to see one . . 
--- not very good·for·kids my.age.and I 
don't think I would like to see one 
___ not at. all good for kids my age and I 
defini.te·ly would not like to see one 
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APPENDIX:E ' 
SPECIFIC LEARNJNG TESTS FOR GROUPS I, II, - AND III 
Group I, The Shaking Earth 
.. -
1. Earthquake injuries are caused by 
___ falling.timber and bricks in a house 
or building · · 
;falling trees-and rocks in the street 
___ .anything heavy which could fall on a 
person · 
fires that break·out ---
2. If I am in my home when an earthquake strikes, the 
_best place to stay .is 
___ .....,..,...:by a strong wal'.L 
:in 13- haii 
near a, a·oorway , 
___ -· in a doorway 
3 .. · In ar1 earthquake I should. 
+. . • --- nou l)an1e, 
obey .the authorities 
not get in the way 
get things organized 
. . . 
. 4. tJse the telephone after an earthquake 
when it is very 'important to get help 
for badly injured.people . . . . ' 
when· someone is injured but not 
---. -__ serio,us1y -
___ t'o find out frorl1 tl1e_ authOri ties what 
to do 
to see if a relative was injured 
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5. The ·seismograph 
explains things about earthquakes 
measures rainf.al1 · 
is an instrument which records 
tremblings of the. earth. 
helps seismologists measure· the earth 
6. Greenwich time is 
used becaus.e it · is used in London 
used so there is no confusion about 
when·an 'earthquake occurs 
--.- · used to make all London earthquakes 
happen at the same time 
what time it is in New York 
7. Earthquakes occur 
in.cities only 
-,--- in areas that are not thickly 
populated 
everyday 
once a week 
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8. If I found a person who was injured in an earthquake, 
I would first . . . . . 
tell sumeone else 
run and get a doctor -~-
try to make the person comfortable ----. 
try to help him get up -~--
9. After making the injured person as comfortable as 
possi1;lle, I would 
try to learn something about. his 
injuries 
ask him who his doctor is 
see if his arms hurt 
___ .te1): him he is hurt 
10. Seismographic stations. 
are located in the larger cities 
pr9tect.:people from earthquakes 
are located in the country as close as 
possible to n,oises and activities 
are located. awa,y from c:i,ties and towns 
and man..:..made c3,.ctivity 
1. ··.Water 
Group rr ~ Wh~n. Water Run:;:; Wild .. 
is Probably the· most important thing . 
in our lives. 
---- ·is unnecessa;ry . . 
---·· is, il!lpb·rt~nt but _not· necessary 
.is neoessary but not importan:t . · 
2. .. When water. f;om rain ~nd melting, sno~ canno't be 
'absorb.ed .. 
-----. lakes wiil f orni 
_...,.._,....· .. tl+e grou'.l'.ld, water level rises 
___ rivers ruri swiftly·. 
great .floods mq.y occur 
. " . . ·.· .. ·. . . .. 
· 3. . .The safest method . of purifying water. 
-- is to. boil i.t :for about three minutes 
__ ..,.. iip·to put purification tal;>lets in it 
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___ . >is tq set i. t i:q.: the · sun for a few days 
.....,_ __ is to ~train it through a charcoal 
filter 
:'4~ .··. waf~}. is dan.ger6u~· ~heil .·.·., 
. it .i·s muddy .. ---
:it is' out· of. :c.ontrol · 
• ' •'.I 
--"-· :i.t cannot pe turned off 
------· there·. :Ls :i;iot enoue;h of it.· 
5. 'In a flood windo:ws and doors shduld be .opened 
·. to .let ·water wash· the· house 
------- to let ~tater: :pass i;ihr"Ovgh and get out ' 
easily· . · 
so sunshine can dry·the house 
so th~water wo~'t·break·them 
6. When.advised to evacuate i;n ca:se·of a flood 
. take ti'me to prepare. the house for the . ---' flood ·· 
--- . g.o quickly out dQ not hurry 
shut doors and.windows 
do :so. im.mt3diate1y .· 
. . '. . 
7. Fill tb.e baseme11t w:Lth clean water to 
wash it out after.the flood 
keep out flood water mud 
use after the flood for clean-up 
use for bathwater if the water supply 
is contaminated 
8. Opening doors and·windaws.may prevent· 
the water being kept out 
---
the house from getting messy 
·mucldy floors after the .flood 
the house f.rom being washed off the 
foundation 
9. Return to the house 
---,.-- only when the water goes d9wn 
only when the authorities say it's 
. safe 
only when the water starts receding 
_,...__·. only when the water is all gone. 
10. Foods for an emergency food package .kit are . 
bananas 
bottled milk. ---
canned fruits and vegetables 
cakes and pies 
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. . . . 
Group III~ Living With the Atom 
' . ' 
1. People who stay .in shelters longer after radioac:t;ive 
fallout 
' . 
w;il1 be safer. 
-"'"""-,-
___ · .. may ge.t hungry 
___ -will make· many friends 
may get radioactive dust on them 
. .. 
2 •. · A. cyclotron 
;. To get 
on me 
___ is used to·fix automobi1~ engines.that 
.d,0 not ·run· 
is .an e1e'ctric machine that .measures 
----- radiation' . ' .. 
is used to discover hotvatomic 
particles can be used by mankind 
__ is.· used to saf.eguard ag~inst 
radiation · . . . . . . · 
of.rad:Loactiye dust tb.at·~ay have fallen rid 
.. 
__ .,... I shou.id tak~ a· w:b.i~k broo~ and 
brush myself' 
T should talce off my oute:r clothes and 
shake them out · 
-- I should ob.ange my.clothes 
--.....- · I should get rid of. ·my clo.thes .· and 
wash with soap and water ' 
· 4. Over exposure to radiation. results in 
5. Radiation 
a:µxiety, tension, and loss of .memory 
nausE3a' fatigue' drowsin.ess' anq_ 
.vomiting 
a contagious disease 
a s.hortness of breath 
c·annot be. seen, tc:3.sted, or felt' 
can be seen~ felt, and.tasted 
can be seen, but not tasted or felt 
cap. be felt, but not seen or tasted 
6, Radiation si~kness 
·--· 
is very contagious 
is · orily. contagious in some instances 
may or may not be contagious 
- is.not contagious 
7. The best protection against fal1()ut 
__ is .sev.era1 layers of clothes 
8. Fallout .is 
is to close all windows 
is not to be there 
is to be properly informed 
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radio waves·:which 'burn when they.touch 
the .. body 
_____ ·radioactive partic.Ies res1.1ltingfrom a 
nuclear. explosion 
radiation. from the sun 
-- dust carried by air cu.rrents for miles and mtles · · 
Exposure. to exc.ess:ive·•·radfatio11 can· result in 
---· burns, s:ickne.ss, and possible death 
__ ...,. ..fast growi;ng plants and animals 
a light .... headed.fee1ing 
no .effects at all 
10. · A toms are made up of 
cyclotrons 
particles called electr~ns 
__ nuclear energy· 
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